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May 2, 1980 

The HOQSe met at 10:00 A.M. 

~tr. Speaker in the Chair. 

MR. SPEAKER ( Sirmns) : 

MR. SPEAKER: 

MR. JAMIESON: 

Tape No. 1224 NM - 1 

Order, please! 

ORAL QUESTIONS: 

The hen. Leader of the Opposition. 

I{r. Speaker, I have a question for the 

hen. the Premier and I would like to, by way of a very brief preambl~ 

say of course that we on this side, as members opposite, are deeply 

concerned about the referendum in Quebec and to the extent that it is 

useful we certainly endorse the comments that have been made with 

regard to the anxiety of people in this Province that our country 

stay together. 

In the Throne Speech of last Summer, 

July 12th., reference is made to the likelihood of a, I suppose I could 

cafl it, Mr. Speaker, a constitutional paper and,if I can quote,it 

says, "The people of the Province will be invited to actively engage 

in this great constitutional debate." I happen to agree that it is 

important; I happen to agree with the importance of "renewed 

federalism" and so on. Could the Premier indicate if work is progressing 

on a basic document that might be, I am not sure of the right word, 

a comprehensive assessment of most aspects of the constitution and is 

there some word he could give us on when this kind of discussion might 

go public? 

MR. SPEAKER: The hen. the Premier. 

PREMIER PECKFORD: Yes, Mr. Speaker, since that document, 

and through the Winter and Spring,we haye been developing our position. If 

the han. Leader of the Opposition (Mr. Jamieson) remembers back when 

the cont.'.::.;;!;;;- committee on the constitution was ve:ry, very active, most 

of the provinces were deeply involved in t:rying to put forward a 

... ·- -- -- . - -
position as it related to the division of powers, as it related 

to the role of the Supreme Court, as it related to whether the Senate 
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PREMIER PECKFORD: should be changed, as it related to 

communications , and so on. The Minister of Justice 

has, over the last six or eight months,brought to Cabinet a number 

of different proposals as it relates to the Province's position 

and we are still working that out. We would anticipate that 

after the referendum vote is completed that that would be perhaps 

the most appropriate time to lay out our document as it relates 

to it. 

I have had a fair n~ber of talks with 

some of the premiers on some of the details on that. And the 

Premiers' Conference in Pointe au Pic addressed itself extensively to 

it. So we will be ready around that time, I would say sometime 

later on this Spring or early Summer, to lay out the kinds of 

changes we would like to see for our part. I did some of it as 

it related to the division of pqwers in my speech in Nova Scotia 

last week or the week before, whenever it was, only on the division 

of powers part of it. And there is a lot more involved as the 

Leader of the Opposition knows. But sometime later on this Spring 

we would be in a position to deliver on that commitment. 

MR. JAMIESON: 

MR. SPEAKER (Simms): 

of the Opposition. 

MR. JAMIESON: 

A supplementary. 

A supplementary, the hon. the Leader 

Could I ask the han. the Premier what 

the procedure is likely to be with regard to public input? In ather 

words 1 is there some thought perhaps of either a travelling committee 

either of members or a House committee or perhaps a commission1 or 

has he ~~ought through how this input might be achieved? A.~d the 

second point,I suppose,which I can do by way of add on rather than 

supplementary, is it going to be a situation in which the Province's 

position will in a sense be put down as being a firm position, or 

are you anticipating that this would be something comparable to a 

white pape~or I 
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MR. JAMIESON: 

believe there is another legal kind of document called a Green Paper 

from which if there is public imput, that the government would be in a 

position to take those representations or suggestions or ideas into 

account? What is the procedure that the Premier anticipates? 

MR. SPEAKER (Simms) : The han. the Premier. 

PREHIER PECKFORD: Mr. Speaker, given the positions that have 

been taken in the past and so on,and now a lot of work has gone into 

the development of 'positions now,I think we would outline what the 

positions of the government are on a number of ba~ic issues dealing 

with constitutional change. I would not anticipate a select committee 

or so-called White Paper. I think we might possibly,because of time 

limitations 1be into a fairly quick period in which the government would 

have to respond to initiatives made by the federal government or through 

the federal/provincial avenue. But we would, after we table our positions, 

be willing to examine them and re-examine them on the suggestions that 

would come either from the Opposition or from other quarters within 

the Province. 

MR. JAMIESON: A final supplementary. 

MR. SPEAKER: A final supplementary. The hen. Leader of 

the Opposition. 

MR. J~N: I am sure it is obvious the reasons for 

my questionin~ and that is that I am speaking here of the total1 and 

it is a very complex major package and that there are individual and 

important groups within the Province on specific constitutional question. 

Could I at this point ask the hen. the Premier 1 since the issue has not 

been one which has been what I would say engaging the general public 

in the Province,and I am not talking about any specific one, have any 

representations been coming into the government, that is on the initiative 

of different groups( ts there much by way of public imput at the present 

by people who have concerns in very special areas? 

MR. SPEAKER: The hen. the Premier. 

PREMIER PECKFORD: No, overall there has not been. I think 
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PREMIER PEC:<.FORD: perhaps the only area outsid~ 

of wha·c beth members in this House have been saying and it has been a 

pretty live~y de.bate as it relar.es to t:he division of ;>ewers on resource 

ownership question , outside of that area,which we ourselves and members 

on both s ides have gotten involved i::t 1 the only other area would be 

dealing ·«ith the whole question of native land claims in which you b;:ve 

a fairly lively group both as it relates to the desires and wishes 

and claims of the Micmac people on the Island, th~ same way in Labr ador 

as it relates to the I::tdian population, the Naskaupi, the Montagnais 

and of course the Inui~ So in that area there has been a fair aoount 

of imput and a fair amount of representation bot:h from those local 

organizations the::!lselves and from national organizations represent:ing 

them and trying to pus h their issue. So that is about the o~y area 

that I am familiar wich that there has been a lot of r epresentation,it: is 

in that area because there is some grayness there as it relates to 

the jurisdiction of one government and the other . 

M.R. JAMIESON: I apoloqize to my colleagues. 

but very, very quickly, one of the g r oups I had it mind was the Law 

Society . I believe there is a conunittee of the Law Society and l am 
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MR. D. JAMIESON: 

anything before the government? 

PREMIER PECKFORD: 

can perhaps better answer that. 

MR. SPEAKER (Simms): 

MR. G. OTTENHEIMER: 

Tape 1226 EC - l 

wondering if they have ever put 

The Minister of Justice (Mr. G. Ottenheimer) 

The hon. the Minister of Justice. 

1. national organization, the Canadian 

Bar Association, has quite an extensive study on this which has been made 

available throughout Canada, but to my knowledge, and certainly since 

I have been there, no specific representation from the local or Newfoundland 

Law Society. 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. the member for Windsor - Buchans, 

followed by the hon. the ~er for LaPoile. 

MR. G. FLIGHT: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. My question for 

the hon. the Minister of Mines and Energy (Mr. L. Barry) ~is with regard 

to the iron ore industry in Labrador. Specifically, I wonder if the 

minister would indicate to the House wh~ther or not there is presently any 

interest being shown by potential developers for the development and bringing 

into production of the Julian Lake deposits? I hear that any i.ilterest 

that had been expressed has sort of been lost for the time being due to 

the recession in the steel industry. Would the minister comment on the 

status of the Julian Lake deposit? 

MR. SPEAKER: 

MR. L. BARRY: 

The hon. the Minister of Mines and Energy. 

Mr. Speaker, I do not think there has been 

any change in the situation one way or the other. I do not believe that there 

was • very active interest before the present u.s. recession in the 

developnent of the Julian deposits for a number of reasons. I have not had 

any approaches since I have been minister,nor have i had any indications 

that the situation has changed. We are aware that the u.s. recession may 

mean less production of North American automobiles and possibly less demand 

for iron ore, but to date this has not had a significant impact upon Labrador 

operations. 

MR. G. FLIGHT : Mr. Speaker, a supplementary. 

MR. SPEAKER: A supplementary, the hon. the mell!ber for 

WindJior - Buchans. 
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MR. G. FLIGHT: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

That brings up another very interesting 

point, Mr. Speaker. I would ask the mnister if he sees or if he is 

aware of any possibility of concerns in Labrador City that the present 

recession in the steel industry and the cutback in automotive production 

constitute a..y · ossibility of jeopardizing t.'1e level of employment 

in Labrador City • Wabush now? Is the minister aware of any possible 
~ 

cutbacks in employment due to the cutback in demand for steel or 

the products of Labrador City - Wabush? 

MR. SPEAKER (Simms): The hon. the Minister of Mines and 

Energy. 

MR. L. BARRY: Mr. Speaker, we have been having 

officials monitor the situation with respect to the demand for iron ore 

insofar as it is possible for this Province to do so. We are trying to 

predict what may occur, and while it is never a nice situation to see 

developing, a possible recession - and I might note that the economic 

situation in Canada is relevant as well as the United States because a 

considerable proportion of the iron ore is sold to the Canadian steel 

industry - we have to try to predict what the future economy of both 'the 

u.s. and Canada is going to be. But to date, as I have said, we have 

no indications that serious problems are going to result. We would, 

of course, prefer to see demand 
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MR. L. BARRY: for iron ore ~~rldwide increasing 

rather than decreasing. 

MR. G. FLIGHT: A final supplementary, Mr • Speaker. 

MR. SPEAKER (Si:runs) : A final supplementary, the member for 

Windsor - Buchans. 

M~. G. FLIGHT: Mr. Speaker, I have indicated to the 

minister that there is some concern coming out of Labrador City and Wabush 

of the potential adverse effect on the whole operation because of this 

recession and cut pack in the steel producing sector 1 but it brings up 

another interesting point here, Mr. Speaker. I wonder if the minister 

would col!mlent: the fact is that the owners, producers, users, in 

Labrador City, the people who operate the mines are the users of the product. 

Are they seeking new markets that are not 

totally tied to the automotive industry in the States? In the event of a real 

·curtai~ment in the automotive production industry, seeking markets 

that are not totally dependant on their own demand, on the owners • demand so tl:tat 

the production from Labrador City and Wabush would not totally depend on the 

usage by owners and operators of the mine, has he ~n~icated they are seekinj 

markets eleewhere in the world other than for their own use ? 

MR. SPEAKER (Simms): The hen. the Minister of Mines and Energy. 

MR. L • BARRY : Mr. Speaker, I might say that this entire 

area of econo~ic analysis of mining opportunities, the ~ining industry and 

the possibilities of finding additional markets is an area which has re-

ceived attention by the Department of Mines and Energy and we have, in fact, 

recently obtained approval to have people brouqht on staff with a n ... rt:!ct•!l'r ' 

responsibil1ty for this area of mineral policy. Specifically, we already 

have hired - I was just checking to see what the actual title was -

a mineral development engineer who will have responsibility for analyzing 

the economics of various mining operations within the Province, who will 

look upon them from the point of view of whether they are efficiently 
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MR. L. BARBY: utilizing the resource, avoiding high-

grading and maximizing the output from the mine. .But also 1 this division 

of the department will have a responsibility for attempting to dt!termine 

as fully as possible what the future economic prospects for the parti.cular 

industry might be. 

And we have had certain discussions . 

and we do, as much as possible , obtain information upon markets • We know 

that the :Iron Ore COJ11Pany, for exaJIIPle, has had an aqressive campaign to 

try and expand their markets. Simi.J.arly, Wabush Mines, and th:l:s is some

thing that the mining companies, like every other company, if they are not 

selling as much as they produce, they are constantly seeking new markets, 

or :I should say U they are not selling as much as they can produce, they 

are constantly looking for new markets. And the iron oreccompanies are 

the same as any other manufacturers in this respect. 

MR. SPEAKER !Simms) : The hon. the member for LaPoile. 

MR. s. NEAiC!: Mr. Speaker, it seems to be the day that 

the hon. the Minister of Mines. and Energy. (L.Barry) is in the barrel•, That 

is just a coincidence. I have a question for the minister also. The 

' 
minister made a statement there a few days ago, a threat really. He 

threatened to 
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M~~-'!'ULK_:_ Mr. Speaker, I have a question for 

the Minister of Transportation and Communications (Mr. Brett) 

I understand that recently the minister announced that the 

John Guy, a ferry on the Bell Island run,would replace the 

ferry to Hamilton Sound on the Fogo Island run when it went 

on annual overhaul. Now I understand the minister has chanaed 

his mind,I wonder could he inform the House if it is the 

case that the J.ohn Guy will not be going to Fogo Island and 

what has occurred to make him change his mind 1 if indeed he 

has? 

MR. SPEAKER (Simms) : The hon. Minister of Transporta-

tion and Communications. 

MR. C. BRETT: Mr. Speaker, I thought it was 

the Catherine that was going to Fogo Island. 

~R , S. NEARY: No, it was the John Guy. 

MR. C. BRETT: Well, one of them 1 anyway, It is 

not important, but one of them was slated to go. We had 

negotiated a deal with the owners and we found out some time 

yesterday that .it was in the contract apparently that the 

boat was not to leave St. John's so therefore we cannot take 

it to Fogo. I would assume now we will have to negotiate 

with Mr. Miller to keep the Foao ~on the run. 

MR. B. TULK: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker. 

MR. SPEAKER: A supplementary, the hon. 

member for Fogo . 

MR. B. TULK: I understand the minister then 

has said that his decision was changed .Decause the contract under 

which the John Guy or the Catherine,whatever· &he case may 

be,operates,that it is not allowed for that ferry to be taken 

off standby on the Bell Island run. And it is only being used now 

I understand, as a stand-by and is not being used. Is that the 

case? More importantly1 perhaps, Mr. Speaker, did the minister 

make his announcement that that ferry would be going to Fogo 

Island without knowing the terms of the contracts of ferries 

that the government is repsponsi~ ~e for in this Province and 
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•'!R. TULK: thereby causing a great deal 

of confusion for the people of Fogo Island and perhaps 

Bell Island as well? 

MR. SPEAKER (Simmsl: 

portation and Communications. 

The hen. Minister of Trans-
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MR. BRETT: No, Mr. Speaker, I would not go so far 

as to say we did not know it was in the contract
1

but I did not realize, 

I suppose, that people would be so uptight about the boat leaving. 

Actually I see no reason why she could not be on stand-by in Fogo as 

well as she could be in St. John's. 

AN HON.MEMBER: That is right. 

MR. BRETT: And I do not want to get into this today 

because I spent all yesterday at it but -

MR. NEARY: You do not care about the people on 

Bell Island. 

MR. BRETT: No, I did not say that, Mr. Speaker. 

What I said was I did not see much difference being on stand-by in 

Fogo than being on stand-by in St. John's as long as she is on stand

by. But as I indicated yesterday,this whole mess in the last couple 

of days just points out the inadequacies of the whole system. 

MR. NEARY: Right. 

MR. BRETT: The han. member for Bonavista North 

(Mr. Stirling) who represents the Greens~nd area has got the 

same problem up there where the ferry has been down for 

the last two days, but hopefully she will be back on again 

tomor~ow or the next day. It is a sad and a sorry situation 

when we have a boat that cost millions of dollars,for which 

~e taxpay_~rs ar:_paying, I do not mind saying, tied up 

at the wharf and the government is not allowed to use it. 

I hope we will be able to change that in the not too distant 

future. 

MR. TULK: 

MR. SPEAKER (Simms}: 

for Fogo. 

MR. TULK: 

A final supplementary. 

A final supplementary. The hon. member 

Mr. Speaker, also, I think in one of his 

answers the minister told us that the Hamilton Sound will not be replaced 

by either the John Guy or the Catherine,but indeed he is now 
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MR. TULK: gain; to negotiate with Mr. Miller for 

the use of the Fogo Isle. The minister is well aware of the inadequacy 

of that ferry even for the Winter service,let alone the Spring service, 

so I am wondering if the minster has made any special arrangements for 

extra trips or not? I am also wondering, Mr. Speaker, is the change 

of decision on the part of the minister perhaps a result of some 

meetings that I understand were held yesterday between the Premier, 

the member for Harbour Main-Bell· _ Island (Mr. Doyle) and perhaps 

the Minister of Transportation and Communications (Mr.Brett)? Was 

the change of heart a result of these mc~tings or were the news 

releases and the changes of decision just simply a result of the 

minister's incompetence? 

MR. SPEAKER (Simms): The hon. Minister of Transportation. 

MR.BRETT: l~r. Speaker, I do not even know if I 

should bother to answer that question. That is utterly ridiculous. 

Number one, I did not ~ave a meeting with the Premier ye~terday or 

the member for Bell Isl·and. I saw both hon. gentlemen here in the 
.--

House and in the corridors, but I had no meeting with either one of 

them. I do not know if trying to. improve a system, a ferry system in 

some part of the Province can be considered as being incompetent 

or not. We tried to improve the system there. I know that the 

Fogo Isle is not a good boat for that run, I know she is inadequate, 

but I also know it is impossible, physically impossible to get 

anything else to go there and we are just going to have to put up 

with it for the next two or three weeks while the other ferry is 

on dock in here • We only found out yesterday that we are going to 

probably have tog~ with the Fogo Isle ,so I have not had much time, 

or my staff either for that matter 1 to negotiate extra trips with 

the ferry operator but we will do everything that we can to keep 

the service going there for the three weeks. 

MR. SPEAKER: Order, please~ The time for Oral 

Questions has expired. 
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MR. SPEAKER (Simms) : The time for Oral Questions 

has expired. I would like to welcome to the Galleries today on behalf of 

all hon. members, Mrs. Monica Bridger and a number of students from the 

Secretarial Science Class of the College of Trades and Technology. We 

trust they will find their visit enjoyable. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: 

MR. SPElllCER 

PREMIER PECKFORD: 

Hear, hear. 

The hon. the Premier. 

If I could have the attention of the 

hon. members of the House for just one second: I have just been informed, 

just after the Question Period began, that His Honour, the Lieu

tenant-Governor,entered hospital last night rather quickly and had an 

operation last night. But he is feeling well now,and I think ~e would be 

a little bit remiss if I did not, and I am sure all hon. members will join 

me in sending a card or telegram to His Honour hoping that he will have 

a Speedy recovery and we look forward to him back in this House to sign 

some important pieces of legislation before this session is ccmpleted. · 

So, I wanted to •nform hen. members that His Honour is 

in hospital, he is fine and dandy and should be out of hospital in a week or 

so .. It was not what one would classify as a real serious operation,but 

when you are in hospital you are in hospital and it is a matter of some 

concern. He has had an operation and he is feeling well this 

morning , number one ,and ,number two 1I would ask all members to join 

with me ' through yoUf office, Mr.Speaker,in sending a card of speedy re-

covery to His Honour. 

MR. SPEAKER 

MR. D. JAMIESON: 

The hon. the Leader of the Opposition. 

Mr. Speaker, of course, we wholeheartedly 

join in both the regrets and the sentiments about sending a message 

to His Honour. It must have been some surprise, I take it, because he was 

only recently, I believe only yesterday or the day before,returned from 
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MR. D. JAMIESON: vacation trip. May I, at the 

SCI!IIe t.ime, and I am sure I have the uni!-Dimous agreement of eve:rybody here, 

indica~e that we are all extremely ·pleased that he has agreed to serve an 

·additional year at GoverD~~~Bnt House. So, we are 1110st happy to join with 

the hon. the Premier in this particular message and hope that you, Mr. 

Speaker, will arranqe for the necessary messaqe to be dispatc:be.d. 

MR. SPE~ (Sil!lll!S) : For the motion, those in favour, aye. 

Contrary, nay. Carried. 

ANSWERS TO QUES~IONF ~OR WHICH NariCE HAS BEEN GI\1EN 

MR. SPEAKER (S i.ina\s) : The hon. the Minister of Health. 

MR. W. HOOSE: Mr. Speaker, I have t'WO questions, one 

relatinq to rll'ferral of patients by General Practitioners ,and one relatinq

to traffic accidents by tractor trailers, as put on the ol:!ier paper by the 

memQer for LaPoile(S. Neary) • 
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MR. SPEAKER (Simms): Any further answers? 

PRESENTING PETITI ONS: 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. member for St. Mary's-

The Capes. 

MR. HANCOCK: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I rise to 

present a petition on behalf of the thirty-four genuine fishermen of 

Admiral's Beach. This is a small community in my district. The 

petition is only small, Sir, but it represents every fisherman in 

that community. 

They ~revery upset with the Worker's 

Compensation that they are not getting, which I feel, in my opinion, 

they should be getting. 

And the prayer of the petition, Sir, is 

as follows; it says, "We, the undersigned, petition the government 

of Newfoundland and Labrador to amend the Worker's Compensation 

legislation so that the fish buyers are declared the employers of 

fishermen who supply them with fish for the purpose of that 

legislation." 

So it seems like the fishermen have 

been discriminated against and it does not seem fair so I ask at 

this time that the petition be placed on the table of this House and 

referred to the department to which it relates. 

Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. member for LaPoile. 

MR. NEARY: Mr. Speaker, I would submit that that is 

one in a number of petitions that will appear before this House before 

this session ends. The fishermen are arguing and claiming that they 

are entitl ~d to be covered under Worker's Compensation, the same as 

all other workers in the Province. That is a fair and just request. 

Now the government so far have somewhat 

clouded the issue and confused the issue by saying that they are already 

covered when in actual fact they are not. I believe this move is 
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MR. NEAR'!: promoted by t~e Newfoundland Fist , Food 

and All ied Workers Union and they are to be congratula ted for 

trying to bring in a major social reform that will cover their members 

and cover all the fi sherme n in this Provir.ce. 

It is a good pet ition . I hope there will 

be more ~etitions come into the Rouse . The fishe~n in Admiral 's 

Beach are to be coll'.mended for ·caking the initiative in chis matter, 

and I hope that it will set off a chain reaction a nd that we .,.,ill g e t 

petitions and reguests from fisherme n all over the Province , clamouring 

'for thei r entitlement for ~lorke.r ' s Compensation . So I have ~o 

hesi.tatio:>n at all, ~Lr . Speaker, in supporting the p raye.r of the 

pet.ition and I c o·ngratulate the hen . gentleman for bringing it to 

the attention of members of the Rouse. 

l>'.R. HISCOCX: Right on . Right on . 

MR. SPEAKER (Simms): Before calling Orders of the Day,I would 

like to welcome to the galleries also on behalf of all hen. members a 

group of students from Point Leamington, in the district of Exploits, 

accompanied by their teachers, ~. Langdon and ~. Andrews. We trust 
~.. - -

they will find their trip to be enjoyable. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 
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ORDERS OF THE DAY: 

MR. MARSHALL: Order 2, Committee of Supply. 

On motion that the House resolve itself 

into Committee of the Whole on supply, Mr. Speaker left the Chair. 

MR. CHAIRMA.J.'II (Butt) : Order, please! Head III - Executive Council. 

I would like to point out to all hen. 

members that we have one hour and forty-eight minutes remaining. 

MR. NEARY: 

Shall subhead 302-01 carry? 

The hon. member for LaPoile. 

Mr. Chairman, for the benefit of the 

students who I am glad to see in the gallery today, we are now discussing 

in Committee of the Whole the Premier's salary. We are discussing, 

debating estimates and we are on the Premiar's salary and we have been 

on the Premier's salary now for the last two weeks. And because of 

the new rule changes that the government forced on this House, our 

debate on the estfmates is rather restricted and you might have heard 

the Chairman say that we only have one hour and forty-eight minutes 

left to debate the estimates on the floor of this House; Now we could 

take another, not only an hour and forty-eight minutes but we could 

take a year and forty-eight months to debate the Premier's salary 

because we have a lot to say to the hen. gentleman and when we are 

in Committee of the Whole we are allowed to speak for ten minutes and 

then we have to sit down and somebody else will speak and then you can 

get up for another ten minutes. But the difference in Committee of 

the Whole and when the Speaker is in the Chair,.is that you can relax a 

little more, the rules are a little more relaxed, you have a Chairman 

and you can more or less have debate back and forth. 

So I want to start off today because we 

have been criticizing the Premier, mainly-

AN HON. MEMBER: Shocking. Shocking. 
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~!R . NEARY: - :nair.ly ~or his 1o·..,eri;,g the position 

of ?remier, of ?rime Ni.ni:ner of Newfou.""!dla.nd, loweri~g r.he 

posit1on to that of a cheap polir.ician . ~he Premier himself is 

nor. a cheap politician but he has lowered r.he office, the high 

oft ice of ?remier. And you might have net iced d:1n.ng the Oral 

QUestJ.on Period this morni:19 the !of.i..,iscer of Mines and Energy 

(~tr . Barry) got up and more or less parrotted some of the things -

M.'~. WARREN 

MR. NEARY : 

The school boY-debater . 

- the school boy debar.er we call him in 

this House, goc up a.,d parroto:.ed some of the thin~s chat che Preoie.r 

has been, saying about offshore and we 
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MR. S. NEARY: clo~e down Hibernia and y~ster-

day that reached the floor of the House of Commons and it is 

generally known now, I suppose, throughout North America and 

the free world that the han. gentleman has thre~tened an 

industry, t~reatened to close down Hibernia. Would the han. 

qentleman care to elaborate on that, how he intends to go 

about 1 if in his wisdom he feels it should be done, shutting 

down Hibernia? 

X~. SPEAKER (Simms) 

Energy. 

MR. L. BARRY: 

The hon. Minister of ~ines and 

Mr. Speaker, I did not nor would 

I label it as a threat 1 but if the Prime Minister and the 

Federal Government feel threatened, I suppose, well,they should. 

And the point that I made was that if there is any delay with 

respect to Hibernia production,it will be upon the heads of 

Mr. Trudeau and the Federal Government for their failure to 

co-operate and for their failure to adopt a reasonable 

approach. And the point that I made was that if the Federal 

Government continues in the intransigent position of saying, 

'We will not accept any recognition of Newfoundland's 

ownership, we will not accept Newfoundland having any signi

ficant degree of control; "which the Prime Minister of 

Canada again yesterday in the House of Commons appears to 

have re-asserted, then I pointed out this will result in 

a court case which will see at least three years, in my 

opinion, of delay with respect to offshor·e production. And,-

if the unreasonable action continues subsequent to the 

court case, if in the unlikely event, and I stress in the 

unlikely event that the Province were not successful in 

the court case, then there would be further delays.- this 

is not a threat, . this is a statement of fact - there would be further 
- _.._ _ ---- ... 

delays while the Province exercised its legitimate legal constitu-
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MR. L. BARRY: tional ri9hts to ensure that 

developments on land took place in a fashion compatible with 

provincial objectives. So that we are pointing out we are 

not going to relinquish our ownership, our rights to see 

that this resource is mana~ed for the benefit of Newfound

landers, we are not dropping that. And if I1r. Trudeau and 

the Federal Government insist upon trying to force us to 

drop them,they are going to see themselves in a lengthy 

court battle and they are going to see themselves in a 

subsequent situation where their 
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MR. BARRY: co-operation will be necessary in order 

to assure t~at production proceeds. 

MR. NEARY: 

MR. SPE.I'..KER (Simms) : 

for LaPoile. 

Mr. Speaker, a supplementary. 

A supplementary, the hon. member 

MR. NEARY: Well
1
if I ever heard shotgun diplomacy, 

Mr. Speaker, we just heard it from the hon. gentleman. But the 

hon. gentleman evaded the question,really,that I put to him- I asked 

the hon. gentleman to elaborate and to tell the House how he would 

go about shutting down Hibernia. Now,do I understand the hon. 

gentleman correctly, that if Newfoundland is forced,by the attitude, 

by the policies of the Government of Canada, if Newfoundland is forced 

to take its case to the supreme Court, while that case is on the 

government would allow no development on land, they would not allow 

the offshore development to proceed while the court case is on, 

and the way they would stop it would b~ not to allow any development 

on land, is that what the hon. gentleman is saying? I am looking 

for information. I am not favouring anybody in this particular 

matter. I am just asking !or information. 

MR. SPEAKER: 

MR. BARRY: 

The hon. Minister of Mines and Energy. 

And that is the problem. Mr. Speaker, 

I am glad to have that acknowledgement from the hen. member opposite•, 

that he is not favouring anyone in this dispute,and that is exactly 

the position that is taken by the Opposition party in. this House. 

They are not favouring anyone. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: That is right. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. BARRY: They are not favour~ng the people of this 

Province. 

MR. J. MORGAN: Hear, hear! 

MR. NEARY: Why do you not resign? 
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MR. BARRY: 

for the past month -

SOME HON. MEl-lEERS: 

MR. JAMIESON: 

MR. BARRY: 

MR. SPEAKER (Simms): 

the Opposition. 

MR. JAMIESON: 

Tape No. 1229 NM - 2 

We have seen them get up, Mr. Speaker, 

Oh, oh! 

A point of order. 

- and attempt to point out -

Order, please! Order, please! 

A point of order, the hon. Leader of 

I simply want to say tha~ I think in 

fairness that the hon. member is engaging in debate and that it is 

an inappropriate time in the sense that if this kind of thing proceeds, 

obviously it is going to be necessary for members on this side to 

get into the same kind of argument and I do not believe the Question 

Period is the appropriate place for that. 

MR. MARSHALL: 

MR. SPEAKER: 

of the CoWlcil. 

MR. MARSHALL: 

On the point of order, Mr. Speaker. 

To the point of order, the hon. President 

I will simply say that when one asks 

a question1 one gets an answer. 

MR. SPEAKER: With respe=t to the point of order, I 

would ask the hon. Minister of Mines and Energy to respond to the 

question. 

MR .• .BARRY: Yes, Mr. Speaker. I think, as I have 

said again 1that this clearly sets out the position opposite, that 

the past month has seen in this House the Opposition taking the position 

that,:'Oh. there is not that much. of a difference between the federal 

position and the provincial position:' The Leader of the Opposition 

(Mr. Jamieson) has -'=n~ioned this and they have indicated that the 

federal government is prepared to be reasonable and they are willing 

to negotiate, and they are willing to give maximum benefits to 

Newfoll!'.dland. Now we have seen the Prime Minister of Canada stand up in 
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MR. BARRY: 

state -

NR. L. THOMS: 

MR. BARRY: 

agreement is -

MR. L. THOMS: 

MR. BARRY: 

Tape No. 1229 NM - 3 

the House of Commons yesterday and 

Have you read the Hansard yet: 

- and state that the Mar.itime Provinces 

No,you are quoting . (inaudible) 

- what he wants to impose upon 
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MR. L. BARRY: this Province. And we have stated, 

Mr. Speaker, since 1974 - and I pointed out the correspondence, tabled 

it in the House a few days ago - that the Maritime Provinces agreement 

maintains the final say with the federal government. It is not adequate 

to give the suhstantialdegree of control that this Province needs. Even 

the Maritime Provinces themselves have rejected that agreement since 

Newfoundland took its position. And as far as the delay .,ith respect to 

Hibernia production is concerned, whether it is offshore or onshore, 

come this Fall, Mr. Speaker, when, as I expect, step-out welis will have 

been drilled in sufficient number to identify commercial quantities of 

oil, the oil companies are going to want to go to the next step, which 

is raising the financing to expend on the eY.tensive infrastructure that 

is going to be needed to produce the oil and gas. And the fact remains 1 

Mr. Speaker, that that financing is not going to be available to them 

unless there is security of ti~le. And the fact remains again, Mr. Speaker, 

that our ownership rights will be enforced, our ownership rights will not 

be relinquished; and it appears that the federal government is not prepared 

to recognize them, so that is going to create an uncertainty, which will 

prevent the companies from obtaining the necessary financing and which, 

through the actions of the federal government, will result in Hibernia 

production being delayed. 

MR. S. NEARY: 

MR. SPEAKER (Simms): 

for LaPoile • 

MR. S. NEARY: 

Mr. Speaker, a final supplementary. 

A final supplementary, the hon. the member 

Mr. Speaker, the hon. gentleman again 

did not answer the question, but I will skip over that and I will COllie back 

to something else that he raised about the negotiations with the Government of 

Canada. Why is it that almost three 1110nths have gone by and the government 

of which lle is a minister hAs not yet officially approached the Government 

of Canada -

AN HON. MEMBER: Hear, hear! 

MR. S. NEARY: - to sit down around a table to discuss the 

ownership or management or control of offshore? Why has that not been done? 
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MR. S. NEARY: Why is the bon. gentleman more 

concerned about playing cheap politics than he is in having his Premier, 

his boss, pick up the phone, call the Prime Minister of Canada and say, 

'Mr. Prime Minister, can we sit down and talk about this?' Now, why has 

it not been done? Why the delay? Why the procrastination? 

~!R. L. THOMS: (Inaudible) the scheme 

of things . 

MR. SPEAKER (Si.mms) 1 

MR. S • NEARY: 

manoeuvering? 

MR. WARREN: 

MR. SPEAKER: 

PREMIER PECKFORD: 

Ord~r, please! 

Is that not a part of their political 

Pass the buck! Pass the buck! 

The hon. the Premier. 

Mr, Speaker, as I have mentioned in this 

House on many, many occasions, it is the policy of this administ:ation to 

try to be rational and reasonable in dealing with federal/provincial . 

relationships and,therefore 1 we have prepared a doc:ument which we will be 

tabling next week which outlines ongoing policy objectives that the Province 

has that involve the federal goveriUIIent. One of those most important 

policy objectives is to sea that our ownership rights are maintained and 

cGnfirmed by everybody in canada, including,obviously, the federal government, 

and that will be clear. l\ddi tionally, the Minister of Mines and Energy 

(Mr. L. Barry) will be meeting next weak with the Minister of Energy, Mines 

and Resources for canada (MArc LaLonde) to discuss energy 

matters and apparently the federal minister wants to discuss the whole 

question of the offshore. But we will be putting clearly and unmistakaably 

before the federal government 1in a rational way, a docuuent dealing with 

this. 

Now, in the meantime, Mr. Speaker, it 
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PREMIER PECKFORD: is no secret that right now there 

is a document in the Prime Minister's office, right now there 

is a document in the Minister of Energy, Mines and Resources 

office, right now there is a document in the Minister of 

Transport ' s office, right now there is a document in almostevery 

ministry in Ottawa concerning the ideas and policies that we 

want to pursue, that w~re presented last September and last 

October to them. There is no question about that, that is 

there. Furthermore, there is a minister in the Federal 

Cabinet who, after meeting with me in Labrador City some time 

ago was told or I discussed with him the whole question of federal/pro 

vincial relations and reiterated most of the positions 

that were contained in those documents. Additionally, there 

are five Liberal M. P.'s in Ottawa whom I wired and have 

explained our positions to who ·obviously are aware of 

these documents, there are two Tory, or P.C., M.Ps who are 

in the House of Commons who have also pursued this matter 

with them. We are going to refine and bring up to date 

that policy document and in that policy document will 

be the position of the Newfoundland Government as it relates 

to the offshora which is reiterating again our claim for 

ownership of the mineral resources on the Continental Shelf. 

~nd , therefore, we will be prepared after next week to see 

whether,in fact, the new Federal Government is going to 

relinquish its claim on the mineral resources, on owner-

ship of the mineral resources and be willing to acknow-

ledge ours and be willing to move further alcng in the 

steps that were outlined in the exchange of corres~ c~~~~ce 

between me and the former Prime Minister, Mr. Clark. 

MR. B. TULK: Mr. Speaker. 

MR. SPEAKER (Simmsl The hon. member for Fogo, 

followed by the hon. member for Kilbride. 
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MR. S. NEARY: , have begged and are still begging 

the government to tell us what their position is on t~e offshore resources. 

What route do they intend to take to present their official position to 

the Government of Canada to have the offshore resources confirmed? Because 

there is grave doubt both in this House - both sides of the House - in 

Newfoundland and in Canada as to who owns the offshore resources. 

MR. L. BARRY: No doubt on this side. 

MR. L. THOMS : Oh, yes, there is. (Inaudible). 

MR. S. NEARY: Mr. Chairman, if I may. This government 

say they own it, this party says that Newfoundland should own it, on that 

we agree. On that there is a coliiiiiOn denominator. 

MR. L. BARRY: 

Newfoundland. 

MR. S. NEARY: 

There is no doubt at all, it belongs to 

Yes, there is some doubt,apparently, 

because the hon. gentleman again this morning referred to it. 

MR, L, THOMS: 

posturing again. 

MR. S • NEARY : 

You are posturing again now. You are 

There is no point in playing politics 

any longer with this, Mr. Chairman, no point at all. 

Now, for the first time in this debate 

we managed to worm out of the Premier the other day the government's 

official position. Now, I want to find out if I am right in my thinking, 

because the government have been saying, 'Well, why do not the Opposition 

support us? Well, we did not know what it was we had to support, because 

the government up to this point in time outlined five options. And here 

are the options : number one , they said -

MR. L. BARRY: Would the hon. member permit a question? 

MR. s. NEARY: When I am finished, the hon. gentleman can 

have his turn. 

MR. L. BARRYz 

MR. S , NEARY: 

A question? 

P,. question,· he can make a statement, 

he can stand on his head out in the middle of the floor if he wants to. 
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MR. S. NEARY: The five options outlined by the 

government by various ministers and by the Premier were these: number one, 

the Clark formula - and the Clark formula is a combination of two or three 

of the other options; number two, negotiations,the same as Nova Scotia, 

New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island; number three, a constitutional 

change which would take probably years and years and years trying to get 

the agreement of the other provinces of Canada; number four, take the matter 

to the Supr~ Court1 and number five, concurrent legislation - that is, 

an act passed in this House and an act passed in the Parliament of Canada 

confirming the Newfoundland ownership. Now, are these the five options? 

I ask members, have I gone astray? Am I wrong? Are these the five options 

that have been put before members of this House? Well, if they are - and 

I think members agree they are - then what we have been trying to find out 

is which one of these five will the Government of Newfoundland take to the 

Goverrunent of Canada and say, 'Here is our official position'? 

Well, now, the other day after much debate, 

after stripping the government down stark naked and exposing them for their 
I 

little cheap political games and trickery that they were playing , the other 

day the Premier finally gave a position. And now I am going to ask him 

again to confirm for me - because I am interested in this and I am very 

curious about it - to confirm for me and the House and the people of this 

Province if this is now the provincial government's official position? Number 

one, they will approach ottawa with more or less the Clark formula - and 

the Clark formula is this, number one, an agreement between the Government of 

Canada and the Province through an exchange of letters, etc., etc., an 

agreement reached between the provincial government and the Government of 

Canada, Second step, an Order in Council confirming the agreement. Third 

step, concurrent legislation in this House and in the Parliament of Canada 

e~shrining that in law. And the fourth step, if necessary, a constitutional 

change. Now is that - I am going to ask because I am not quite sure. I heard 

it the other day for the first time when I had the letters on my desk and 

the Premier was speaking. Is this now the official :;?Osition of the 

provincial government? Did I outline it correctly? Is that what I am being 
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MR. S. NEARY : asked to support? Is that why we are 

being branded as traitors and cowards and less than Newfoundlanders? 

MR. WARREN: After us passing a resolution. 

MR. S, NEARY: After u5 passing a resolution in 1975 

saying that Newfoundland should own the o£fshore resources. Is that now 

the official position of the Newfoundland Government? Is that what we 

are now being aSlc.ed to support? And onl.y the Premier, I belieii'B 1 can 

answer that, I do not think the Minister of Mines and Energy (Mr.L.Barry) 

can answer it because, apparently 1 his interpretation is different. 

So let me repeat again 1 for my own 

curiosity I would like to find. out if this is going to !)e the official. 

position of the Newfoundland Gowrnment; number one, an ~_Change Of 

letters 1 an agreement between the 
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MR. S. NEARY: Provincial Government and the 

Government of Canada on the offshore resources. Number two, 

an Order in Council - or you could call it step two - con-

firming the agreement. Step three - and it was the Presi-

dent of the Council (Mr. Marshall) who raised this some 

time ago - w.ould be concurrent legislation the same as was 

done when the resources and the boundary of Manitoba was 

extended. Step three would be concurrent legislation, that 

is,an Act passed in this House and an Act passed in the 

Parliamant of Canada 'confirming all this, the other two 

steps. And step four, if necessary 1 but only if necessary, 

step four would ee a constitutional change; that means you 

would have to get the agreement of all the other provinces 

for the three steps that I outlined. Now is that the 

position of the Newfoundland Government? If it is 1 let 

them have the courage and let them be man enough to stand 

up and say so. Then we will know and the people will know 

what it is they are asking everyone to support. And I am 

willing to hold an open mind- I do not have an open mind 

or I do not take sides on the ownership question,because 

that is already set in my mind. I think Newfoundland should 

own the offshore resources-but I am going to hold an open 

mind unless the hon. gentleman can persuade me otherwise 

on the route that we take to confirm the ownership of the 

offshore resources. 

And I call upon the Premier 

now, and if he is so cocky about throwing out challenges, I 

challenge him to tell me whether I am ~ight on, 

whether I am right off, whether I stated correctly the 

government's position,or whether the government's position 

is different than the one that I just outlined. I believe 

that is very necessary, Mr. Speaker, in order to remove 

this matter from partisan politics and stop saying. 'This 
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:-IR. S. NEARY: one is a traitor, that one is 

a coward, that one is scared of Ottawa, that one is kowtowing 

to Trudeau.' Remove all of that, clear away the underb~ush, 

and let us see precisely what the position of this govern

ment is, what official ?osition they are going to take when 

they present their case in writing to the Prime Minister of 

Canad~ in the foreseeable future. 

MR. CHAIRMAN (Butt) 

PREMIER PECKFORD: 

The han. the Premier . 

Most of the debate over 

the last number of days, I suppose a week now or more, on 

these Estimates have centred on the whole question of the 

position of various individuals and various political par~ies 

as it relates to the question of offshore mineral resources . 

And on a number of occasions I have responded to questions that 

have been put to me by members opposite as it relates to that 

position,but l thought last day - we~l, first bf all we have, 

through the Throne Speech and through the Budqet Speech,both 

last year, after the June provincial election,in July and 

August'made our position clear on the ownership question. And 

that is that the Province, that this government believes that 

~he people of Newfoundland and Labrador should own the mineral 

resources on the Continental Shelf'in the same way that they 

own the trees and minerals on land 1 because the Continental 

Shelf is really only the natural extension of the land mass 

underwater. In this case, it happens to be salt water, 

Unfortunately, if it were fresh water there would not be any 

question about it. What li~s under Lake Erie 1 because it is 

fresh water 1 the mineral resources there automatically belong 

to the Province's, no question about it, bu~ because this 

is salt water 1 because it is ocean, som~ho~ or another there 

is in some quarter some dispute. 5~ ~hat we are saying is, 

as the Government of Newfoundland and Labrador representing 

the people of Newfoundland and Labrador 1 that we own the 

mineral resources on that Continental margin. 
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?~E:HER ? ECKf'ORO : We say that from a lega l po.1nt 

o~ view , and no other o rovince of Canada has c~e special leg al 

back-up t hat we have. But even if we die not have that 

special legal arg ument we would still argue for owners~ip of 

those minerAl resources for financial, econo~ic, social and 

cultural reasons,because there is no way we c an generate a 

lot of cash that we need t o pave roads a nd build water and 

sewer systems without it. We wi !l stay on the plateau 

w~ere we are now and hardly ever move and cli~b up the 

peak of the mountain of 
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PREMIER PECKFORD: 

progression towards better things. There is just no way for us to do 

it. Well, that is number one, we are claiming ownership - not only 

claiming, we believe fervently that we own it. ~ we have a special 

legal case becaue we are the only part of Canada of all the twelve-

outside of the Federal Government, outside of the twelve so-called 

jurisdictions, if you include the two territories- we are the only group. 

Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, P.E.I. and Quebec and Ontario, Manitobe and 

Saskatchewan and Alberta and British Columbia and the Northwest Territories 

and the Yukon cannot make the same legal claim for ownership of mineral 

resources on their Continental Shelves, if they have any, as we can. 

Because we were a Dominion before we joined Canada. It was a ~minion of 

Newfoundland and Labrador joining the Dominion of Canada 1and because we 

were a Dominion, we possess certain particular rights that Bominions 

posess, one of them being, ownership of the 

mineral resosurces on the Continental Shelf of that oominion. And when we 

joined Canada, in the Terms of Union there was no relinquishment of those 

ownership rights. S~ce l949,and because recently the Continental Shelf, 

both the water, ···marine life as well as the mineral resources on the 

Continental Shelfand margin has gained a fair amount of prominence around 

the world, there has been some people in some quarters, especially in the 

federal bureaucracy, I would say, more than anything else,who say that 

because you joined Canada in 1949 and because the Federal Government is 

somehow the senior government of all of Canada including the ten provinces 

and the two territories, there are certain residue powers or declarity 

powers which automatically extinguish any claim that the Province of New

foundland might have on it1 and have taken the position and have claimed, 

''ao, Newfoundland and Labrador, you do not have ownership rights to the 

mineral resources on the Continental margin; we do, because of our favoured 
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PREMIER PECKFORD: position under the Constitution 1 even 

though in our agreement, in our Terms of Union we did not relinquish our 

ownership rights, and we were not party to, or a signature to the 

original BNA Act, in which those declarity powers or residue powers we~e 

agreed to. We have entered Canada under our Terms of Union in which our 

possession of the mineral resources were not there. 

And so, over the last ten or twelve 

years there has been this kind of dispute going on. We tried, in the 

early '70's to come to some arrangement as it relates to those. And there 

was no relinquishment of their claim1
of the Federal Government's claim. 

In all the meetings that we held, the Federal Government were not willing 

to relinquish their claims to ownership and were not willing to acknow

ledge ours. They were not willing to relinqui.sh theirs, obviously they 

were not willing to asknowledge our claim1and so here we remain today in 

that present situation. 

The Pederal Government went ahead, 

thoug~and with three of the Eastern provinces signed a letter of intent 

whic~at that time, the Eastern provinces agreed to for a number of 

reasons • one 1 New Brunswick does not see that it has any mineral resources 

on its Continental Shelf. P.E.I. did not see that it had any mineral 

resources. Nova Scotia was not sure at that time; as a matter of fact, 

it was very dismal, after Mr. Regan, who was then the Premier, a few years 

before tha~ went in his legislature one day and said
1 

'We have oil' 

and put up a bottle of oil before all the ligislators there1 and there 

was a great wave of optimism spread throughout Nova Scotia and they thought 

the millenium had arrived. After that Shell, especially Shell, did a lot 

of drilling on the Scotian Shelf and found nothing. Most cf the wells were 

duds, :~ey were dry holes and there was a real feeling that there was nothing 
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PREMIER PECK FORD: on the Scotian Shelf. 

'Besides which, they did not have and do not claim to have the same special 

legal substantiation that the Prov'.nce of Newfo~<ndland has. So they signed 

a letter of intent to sign something more substantial later whereby - the 

letter of intent was r.ot that specific - whereby all the ownership rights 

to the mineral resources on the continental Shelf of those three provinces 

was owned by the Federal Govemment1 but· that they were willing to share 

in t:ha revenues 1or :royalties, I think the word was, the :royalties, 75-25, 

seventy-five to the province 1 twenty-five for the Federal Government. 

But it never defined what royalties meant. Who was going 
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PREMIER PECKFORD: and what royalties meant. Who was going 

to control the rate of dP.velopment; Who was going to decide on who 

got the jobs? Who was going to decide on where the industries were 

going to be? The final authority rested with the federal government. 

And up to this point in time that is where it led until Mr. Clark 

became the Prime Minister of Canada. When he became the Prime Minister 

of Canada, after negotiations with us, we entertained or entered into 

an exchange of letters agreeing to four princples,and those four 

principles were, one, that the federal government from this day forward 

will relinquish its claim to ownership of the mineral resources on 

the Continental Shelf off Newfoundland , a natural extension of Newfoundland 

under the ocean. Relinquish its claim to it: A.<d that is the quickest 

way, you see, Mr. Chairman, If people really want to co-operate,it is 

a very quick way to do it. If I claim that house downtown 

and you claim it,and we got to get on to building or renovating that 

House ~nd it cannot be done until ownership rests in one or the other, 

and I really believe that you should own it - myself and the hon.member 

for Terra Nova (Mr. Lush)
1 

we are disputing ownership of a house downtown 

and in order for the occupants of that house to really live in common 

decency, to live with some degree of respect and be able to hold their 

heads up high as they look forward to the future,one of us got to own 

it. The both of us cannot. or no renovations can take place in that 

house. None. And I am preceived to be the larger, more powerful person 

in that claim. The hon. member for Terra Nova (Mr. Lush) represents 

more ~r less the Newfoundland position and I represent the federal 

position. And it is absolutely essential that something be resolved 

' on in order for the workmen to get.in and get on with renovating 

that house so that the people in that house can live with some decency 

and respect. The qu&ckest way, if I am rea)Jy ~~r.ious in my heart 

and soul in helping out the hon. member for Terra Nova (Mr. Lush), if 

I really want to help him1 am I going to take him through a court battle 

and through the most tortuous pathway~, meanderino this way and that 

to make it more difficult for the hon. member for Terra Nova (Mr Lush) 
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PREMIER PECKFORD: to get on with the job of making the 

people in that house more decent, to give them a better livelihood, 

to give them better services in that house? If I really want the member 

for Terra Nova (Mr. Lush) to have total and absolute ownership of that 

house 1all I have to do is say, in a letter or whatever, to the han. 

member for Terra Nova, 'I relinquish any claims to the ownership of 

that house and we will work out an agreement.' 

SOME RON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh! 

PREMIER PECKFORD: I will relinquish - that is quick. That 

is the first thing to do, in writing. Mr. Chairman, I have two minutes 

left and I would like to finish in silence. I tried to be quite while 

the han. member for LaPoile (Mr Neary) was speaking1 and l expect the 

same courtesy extended to me. 

MR. CHAIRNI'.N: (Butt) Order, please! 

PEEMIER PECKFORD: So that is the first steP•Now 

I understand, Mr. Chairman, I am not that foolish to think that that 

is going to stand up in every court in the world, that that is the end~ 

all and the be-all. Even though I have signed it 1 I put my name to it 1 

I put my person to it 1 I put my whole reputation on the line• it is 

signed1 something that is sigr..ed by me, that is pretty important if 

up to that point in time I had claimed ownership of that house. That 

is pretty important. I think the member for Terra Nova 

would even crack a smile if I gave him that letter saying to the member 

for Terra Nova (Mr. Lush), 'I do not now · anymore-. claim any ownership 

rights on that house that we have been fighting over, member for Terra 

Nova.' And then I will go further than that and say, 'Therefore you 

have the same rights over that house as you do over other rights that 

are nn landj And then furthermore - I will not stop there, I know the 

member for Terra Nova might not be totally happy with that, he might 

only be forty or fifty per cent happy with that, but I want to make him 

one hundred per cent happy so that in the future there will be no doubt, 

nobody can come against us in the future, so I can go on from that and 

say to him, 'Now then,seeing we have that cleared out of the way to all 

intents and purposes, my intent is clear, I signed my name to it, but now 
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I want to substantiate ~,at letter, I want 

to substantiate that ~elinquishment of claim on my part and substantiate 

that acknowledgement of claim on your part, to move on from t:here co a 

formalized agreement between the gover~ents, a formalized agreement 

signed by both levels, signed by me, signed by the member for Terra 

Nova (~lr . Lush) -

MR. CE:.a.IR!-1AN: (Butt) 

PRE.'liER 1'ECKFORD: 

of government -

M.l~. CHAIRMAN : 

time has expired . 

SOHE HON. MEMBERS: 

MR. cm>.I R!1AN: 

PBE11-TER 'PECKFORD: 

Order, please ! 

- and Orders in Council by both levels 

Order, please! 

By leave . 

By leave . 

The hon. the Premier ' s 

And then the other s teps that follow 

therefrom as contained in that excr.ange of correspondence and 

constitutional change if necessary. That is the quickest -

AN AON.HE.,'IBER: . (Inaudible) 
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PREMIER PECKFORD: That is what I said last week, 

and I know that the member for LaPoile (Mr. s. Neary) was listening to 

me, And those letters are public; that is what we said in our letters 

as exchanged with the Prime Minister. 

MR. S , NEAR:!: Now we have a 9osition. 

PREMIER PECKFORD: The government has always had a position, 

Mr. Chairman. 

MR. S • NEARY i No, it has not. 

PREMIER PECKFORD: The government has always had a position. 

That position was clearly outlined in the four principles that were agreed 

to by the Prime Minister of Canada and the Premier of Newfoundland. 

MR. S , NEARY: Okay 1 Well now, good luck to you. 

PREMIER PECKFORD: That is concrete, that is tangi.!lle, that 

is physical, that has been publicized everywhere. 

MR. S. NEARY 1 Take your position now and God bless you! 

Good luck to you, that is all I can say. You do not need me to get up and 

say I am for it. 

PREMIER PECKFORD: I need everybody to get up and say they 

are for it. 

MR. S. NEARY: You are governing. we are not the 

government, you are the government. Now take your position to Ottawa. 

PREMIER PECKFORD: Mr. Chairman, I understand we do not need 

the hon. the member for LaPoile, as everybody knows in t.'lis House. 

MR. s. NEARY: If you think you are right,' the 

government's position is right, then God bless you, good luck to you, 

you are on your way. 

PREMIER PECKFORD: We will begin next week on that pathway. 

And I have no preconceived notions about it and I am trying to do it, 

Mr. Chairman - if anybody notices my co11111ents 1 aver since the new government 

got in office, I have been tried to be extremely careful; I have tried not 

to prejudge anybody on it. 

MR. STIRLING: Well, you just heard the minister. 
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PREMIER PECKFORD: That was in response now, let us be 

fair. Let me finish. 

MR. S. NEARY: In response to a threat to (inaudil;)le) • 

PREMIER PECKFORD: That was in response not only £o a 
' 

question but in response to an alleqed statement made by the Prime Minister, 

and I do not know if the Prime Mini.ster made it or not. 

MR. S. NEARY: The Daily News is your authority on that 

now, is it? 

PREMIER PECKFORO: It is not our authority, no. Let us not 

qet bogged down on that - that is in the heat and thrust of debate during 

questioning1 that is fine and dandy. There is no problem with that. I am 

not goinq to get down into that. All I am saying is that we have outlined 

in writing where we stand. We agreed to a certain course of action - we 

claim ownership, they relinquish their claim, acknowledge ours and then 

start a process in motion. And I have talked to all, the oil companies 

and they are quite satisfied with that kind of an approach. They have no 

problems whatsoever with it, their leqal beAgles or anybody else as 

contained in those corporate offices in Chicago or New York or calgary or 

Toronto. They do not mind. They do not care. Their greatest fear is 

somethinq like the Minister of Milles and Energy (Mr. L. Barry} related 

during Question Period, that down the road - right now it is net a serious 

problem, but if in fact by the end of December or next January or something, 

it is firmly established that based on this price for oil this particular 

deposit is economic and they are qoinq to want to develop it and they are 

going to want to raise money so to to. And they will not be able to raise 

money if there are two levels of government claiming certain amounts of 

royalties out of it toUllinq about 105 per cent or 110 percent of the 

revenue. In other words, they will have to raise additional money to pay 

even the revenue. So that has to be cleared up. 

But a process has been established, 

agreement has been reached on the principles, and we will pursue it in that 

light starting next week. 

MR. S. NEARY: That; is right. Go up to Ottawa. 
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PREMIER PECKFORD: Yes, we will be doing it. 

MR. S . NEARY 1 Well, what are you waiting for? 

MR. 0. JAMIESON: Mr. Chairman. 

MR. CHAIRMAN (Butt) : Order, please! Before I recognize the 

next speaker, I would like to welcome to the galleries on behalf of all 

hon. members, the Governor of the Kiwanis Club for Eastern Canada and the 

Carribean district which includes all clubs from Sault ste. Marie to 

St. John's, Newfoundland to the Bahamas, Mr. Eric Ellis, his wife and 

guests. I trust your stay with us will be rewarding and informative. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Hear, hear! 

MR. OIAIRMAN: The hon. the Leader of the Opposition. 

MR. D. JAMIESON: Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. 

I welcome the initiative, firse of all, 

of the member for LaPoile (Mr. s. Neary) and the response of the Premier, 

because it seems to me, as I have said repeatedly, that I ho~ the Premier 

is - if he has to go then there is not an awful lot of point because I have 

a number of questions for him. I do not k!'lOW if the hon. the Premier has 

to go • 
. ·------' ·---

PREMIER PECKFORD: J ust for a second but I wi l l be back . 

MR. 0. JAMIESON: Let me say that I welcome it and 1 hope, 

as 1 said yesterday, that we can deal with this matter in a very reasoned 

and sensible way, because I do not su.ppose there is anything that is of 

greater importance or has been for at least man¥ 1 many decades insofar as 

Newfoundland is concerned. 

My own position in unique, ·:r· ·heliew, 

among members of this House. 1 was present for all of the negotiations of 

the Terms of Union between Newfoundland and Canada. Nobody else can make 

that claia insofar as at least sitting aelllbers are concerned. 1 was not a 

member of the delegation, bu.t as hen. aembers will recal1 I had a very 

close association with Mr. Ches Crosbie and I was, in a way, working as an 

assistant to him and was faailiar on a day to day basis with what was 

happening . I ~Rake that point because historically the Premier is correct, 

there was no relinqu.isl:ullant of whatever we possessed at the time of 

Confederation~! 
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MR. JAMIESON: There was no relinquishment of it other 

than in those cases where we clearly spelled out what it was that 

we were relin~~ishing1 and among those things were such things as 

the railway and the like. But on the offshore issue, to the best 

of my knowledge, I do not believe a single solitary syllable was 

uttered during the prolonged and endless talk in the negotiations 

on the question of offshore. And I believe also than an historian 

might well discover that in the year and several months of the 

national convention which preceeded the negotiations, again I doubt 

very much if it came up. And of course the reason was perfectly 

logical. At that stage in the game I am not sure it was going on 

anywhere in the world, but certainly nobody insofar as Newfoundland 

was concerned, or I suspect in Canada, was thinking in terms of this. 

There is a lesso~ by the way, for all of us in that in terms of the 

future, is that sometimes the things you think are inconsequential, 

will certainly come back to haunt you after the fact. 

Therefore, I have never had any problem 

intellectually or emotionally in saying that the argument as set 

forth by the Premier with regard to "ownership" is clearly on our 

side. I think there is no doubt about that and I believe successive 

governments, long before I entered this Chamber, of all parties, 

have in fact reaffirmed and reasserted this whole question of owner

ship and have said that, of course, insofar as Newfoundland is concerned 

that is where it is. 

Now having just put in that bit of 

background,let me go on to say that I have, since the issue has come 

alive, ~~d that has only been a matter of ten years or so, maybe 

ten, eleven or about that - 1958 or '59 or -

MR. NEARY: '65 it was. 
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MR. JAMIESON: '65. Even as late as '65. Since that 

time of course the whole range of issues has come up and it is 

interesting that the Premier again made a point which has been 

bothering me, and which I would like if not here then in the briefing 

sessions which I welcome, and incidentally I think also that had 

we had these a month or so ago a lot of the kinds of things we have 

been discussing, and I suggest to hon. members opposite the question 

I am asking is a legitimate one, and quite an interesting one. 

The Premier has made two points today. I have said in the first 

instance that on the question of ownership that I believe, I believe 

that that is a sustainable case. It is a sustainable argument. And 

incidentally I would question, I do not remember whether I ever 

said it publicly or not, but I will say this, that there is nothing 

in any of my comments in public life to the contrary at any time, 

not at any time, nothing to the contrary at any time -

MR. NEARY: Right on. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. JAMIESON: - on the question of ownership. 

Now let me then take the second part 

of what it was that the Premier had to say this morning, and it was 

quite interesting once again. It was quite interesting because it 

really is a key point here. And he made the point that Newfoundland's 

case is better, that Newfounland's case is unique, and that again I 

accept. I think there is a vast difference between the arguments 

that you can make on behalf of Newfoundland, whether you have to 

make them or not is beside the point. I mean if it came to what 

the hon. Minister of Mines and Energy (Mr. Barry) said today, a court 

case, I would far . r~~~~r be carrying the brief for Newfoundland than 

I would for let us say Nova Scotia for all manner of historical 

reasons. 

Now therein lies a very key question which 

I am asking, a very key question which I am asking and I am asking it 
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MR. JAMIESON: for information purposes. Is it better 

for Newfoundland for instance, to pursue a unilateral course in its 

discussions with the federal government and to do it outside the 

framework of constitutional change and reform? Is it better for it 

to do it that way than to go what I suggest in essence is basically 

the position taken by former Prime Minister Clark, and that is that 

he was seeing it as part of a rather comprehensive constitutional 

change package in which,in effect, the effect would have been to put 

Newfoundland in the same position as all of the others. I quote 

from his letter because I think it is worth calling to the attention 

of members. 

By the way I find it passing strange that 

we discuss a lot of these things repeatedly in this House without 

really going to the source of the material and therefore there are 

both unintentional and ill informed comments. 

Now Mr. Clark says in his answer to 

the hon. the Premier, "As you pointed out during our meeting, the 

strong feelings which Newfoundland has expressed on the offshore 

mineral resources issue down through the years have flowed from its 

history . " Now that is true, and it has been a- virtually a 

universal position. But he goes on to say, and this is the question 

I would like to ask and I am laying the ground work for a specific 

question,"It is fitting,therefore,that I confirm to you the 

adherence of the Government of Canada to the principles enunciated 

To that extent he is talking about the Newfoundland case and the 

historical claim and so on which the Premier has quite properly 

outlined. 

Now he goes on, "At the same time, however, 

I wish to take the opportunity presented by the publication of our 

exchange of letters to 
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MR. JAMIESON: confirm that the Government of Canada 

is prepared to see the principles applied to the resolution of the 

offshore issue with all the provinces concerned." Now that is, I 

suggest, a different kettle of fish altogether.'' 

Mr. Chairman, I think the worst disaster 

th~t we could possibly have is the supreme negativism ~f the Minister 

of Mines and Energy (Mr. Barry) and I say quite frankly that if he 

will not listen to a straightforward question without immediately 

rejecting before I get to the nub of it,then it is not worth trying 

to talk about in this House, and the briefing sessions will not go 

well. What I am asking is a very simple question, is Newfoundland 

proceeding on a unilateral basis? becauseif it is then I believe it 

has a far better chance of an early resolution of this problem. I 

believe there is a strong body of opinion, indeed I know that there 

is legal opinion within the Government of Canade which says that 

yes'· Newfoundland's case is strong, s"tronger than anybody else's. 

Now,I ask, have members opposite, and has the Premier in particular 

opposite, thought about the potential dangers,if you wish, of what 

I see es being the approach proposed originally by Mr. Clark, which 

says, "We are going to do it for you but we are also going to do it 

for everybody else?" 

Now,if I read him correctly, if I read 

him correctly, it would seem to ~e that we would then be in the 

position where the issue could not be resolved until it had been 

resolved totally and nationally and that,by the waylinvolves the 

territories, it . involves native land claims, a whole range of 

things . which are of no concern to us in terms of the specific 

and unique nature of our position, first of all stated, r believe 

in this House7 by the hon. the Leader of the Privy Council 

(Mr. Marshall). 

So I will not carry it any further 

than that at this point of ~;hether or not, for instance -
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11R. JNU.ESON : perhaps if I phrased it this ·-ro.y it migh·t: 

even receive a sympathet:ic awarenes s on the part of t.~e minis&er thac 

I am asking for information . 

HR. BARRY : You were in the Federal Caoinet when 

!~. Trudeau rejecced our position and you should have known t~en 

what che situation was . 

MR. JAMIESON : Mr. Cha.i.rma.n , you see that is the kind 

of what I honestly think -

HR. BARRY : T!le odd guy . 

MR. JA>.'I.!.ESON : - I honestly think it is a cheap shot -

I·!R . NEARY : Do not be so low boy. 

MR. . Jl'U'!IESON : - and with respect , if there was time 

I could argu~ that the position was not -

MR. N.EARY: 

MR. CHAIRI'tl'l..'l (Suet) : 

MR. NEIL!U': 

MR. J"~treSON: 

You were i n the Moores Cabinet. 

order , please ! 

You were in the MQOres Cabinet •.-hen the ( in&udible) 
tool< place . 
The pos icion was not rej ected. The 

position,.! repeat , was not one of :ejection and incidentally I should 

in parenthes·is here, the hon . the minister was out of the House , 

I am doing my very best here co ~ry t o be r easonable and rational 

and to try to ask some questions . 

MR . NEARY : no respect , interrupting . 

MR. CHAIRMAN (Butt) : Order , pleas e! The hon. gentleman ' s 

time has expired. 

MR. JAMIESON: By l eave? 

MR. CHAIRMAN: By lea·.re , yes . 

MR. JAMIESON: I was about to s ay and I wil l not t al<e 

very much. longer on this -

MR· NEARY: You ~otere in that Cabinet. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Order, .!?lease ! 

MR. NEARY: (Inaudible) listen and (InaudJ:blel 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Order , please! 
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MR. NEARY: He has been slighted. 

MR. JAMIESON: Mr. Chairman, I was about 

MR. CHAIRMAN (Butt) : Order, please! The hon. the Leader 

of the Opposition has the floor. 

MR. NEARY: Yes. Anytime. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Order, please! 

MR. NEARY: Yes. Sure. Anytime. 

M...~. JAMIESON: Mr. Chairman, I wanted to -

MR. CliAIRMAN: Order, please! The hon. the Leader of 

the Opposition has the floor. 

MR. NEARY: I was tempted by the hon. gentleman, Mr. Chairman. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Order! 

MR. JAMIESON: I was about to say, Mr. Chairman, that 

the Premier used an expression in his remarks a few moments ago which 

has a bearing,incidentally, on some of the asides which the Minister of 

Mines and Energy (Mr. Barry} has resourced to,that the joint communique 

relating to the signing with the Maritime Provinces, does not in fact -

they do not relinquish, and I believe that was the word he used, their 

ownership. What it says,basically,is that the governments of the 

three provinces concerned, and the Government of Canada, 'setting aside 

jurisdictional differences: There was no requirement nor was it ever 

spelled out that they had in a sense said, "Okay, we do not own them." 

It was set aside for that purpose. But my question is really this, 

unless I missed something completely and I have read the things 

thoroughly, there is a significant difference between the four points 

as written by the hon. the Premier and the four points as spelled 

out by the former Government of Canada. Now,I may be mistaken in 

that. I suggest that there are - if there were time I wvuld go over 

them. What I am saying is this, is the government's position one in which 

they would be prepared to take the Clark version of the four points, as 
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MR. JAMIESON: opposed to the four points as written 

initially by the Government of Newfoundland and signed by the 

Preimer. 

In other words, are you agreeable to, 

is the government agreeable to the particular formulation as 

spelled out by Prime Minister Clark and the order of 
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MR. D. JAMIESON: 

going. Now if that is the case, then I think that gets a lot of other 

underbrush out of the way, and then I would like to ask some specific 

questions about the differences in the two. I hope I have tried -

I kngw I have tried - I hope I have succeeded in saying that this is 

a question with me that is worrisome and I am - I have seen - if I may 

be permitted another moment, let me say by way of totally non-partisan 

experience, that there is a real danger, it seems to me, for us, And 

the Premier and I agreed on it yesterday with regard to negotiations 

on behalf of DREE, there is a real danger in getting this thrown into 

the totality of constitutional reform. Because I believe that it will 

be a prolonged and very difficult process and I suggest that really that 

is the implication of Mr. Clark. Now if I ~~wrong, I would appreciate 

it if the Premier or someone else would tell me so. 

MR. CHAIRMJ\N (Butt) : The hen. the Premier. 

PREMIER PECICFORD : This is one of those times when I would 

allllost like to see every Newfoundlander either in the galleries or we would 

have T.V. in the House to ensure that the whole deb<1te of this was clear 

to all Newfoundlanders. Because where the great difference - and I aD\ glad 

the students have stayed in the gallery to listen to ~~is1 I hope they will 

remember it for years to come and mark it down in their diaries, ~~e day 

they were in the House, because it might be much more important for you 

people in the galleries than it is for anybody here. 

If I understood what we both said in the 

last hour, I think what I am saying is that under what we had agreed to 

with Mr. Clark,there was agreement in principle, and what the hon. the 

Leader of the Opposition is doing is arguing about the way after .the principle 

you make that stick. So to me - and I noticed the Leader of the Opposition's 

remarks first when he got up when he said, 'I believe we have a good case,' 

and I think a lot of the llll!lllbers on the Opposition side rapped their desks 1 

the Leader of the Opposition did not say, 'I support' - I noticed his verb, 

'I believe we have a good case.' I did not hear the Leader of the Opposition 

say any time through his speech 1 'I support' our claim of ownership of the 

mineral resources on the Continental Shelf, for example. He believed we had 
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PREMIER PECKFORD: a good case. And that was supposed to 

imply to his members opposite and to everybody in this House that he 

supported our ownership aspirations and our claim for ownership on the 

Continental Shelf. Now, I do not know if the Leader of the Opposition 

actually supports or just believes we have a good case, and I would like 

to know, talking about questions, whether the Leader of the Opposition 

actually supports the contention that we own the mineral resources on 

the Continental Shelf. That is very important. 

MR. CHAIRMAN (Butt): The hon. the Leader of the Opposition. 

MR. D. JAMIESON: If it will clarify matters for the hen. member -

and forgive me for interrupting - of course I support the - I ha~ forgotten 

what the exact words were -

PREMli:R PECKFORD: The ownership. 

MR. D. JAMIESON: -the contention that we own it. I support 

that. What I am concerned about is the tec:bnique or the method through 

which we get that confirmed in an irrevocable way. 

PREMIER PECKFORD: Okay 1 but do you not think that if the 

other side 1 who hu been claiming the same thing, relinquishes that claim 

and acknowledges ours, that that is one major step out of the way, and that 

now all that needs to be done is to confirm for all time - it is done for 

this time, for this day, for this week, for this year, so that nothing 

inhibits ongoing d.evelopment1 

MR. BARRY: For this (inaudible) government. 

PREMIER PECKFORD: Yes, for this - I mean, it is written, it 

is signed. And a constitution or any other document is only a piece of 

paper too, on which somebody signs something. Now, in constitutional history 

and the history of us as people, the word 1 constitution 1 has taken on a 

lot more Jllllaninq because it has covered the operations of a whole human 

society rather than individuals. But it is of no qreater ~J:tance in law, 

as I understand it, or in validity or in truth. A piece of paper written and 

signed by the partners is a piece of paper signed. Now you can call it 

letter, you can call it aqreement 1 you can call it constitution. I agree 

now that there is some difference in it because of our history. So we 

move on to see how we can -
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PREMIER PECKFORD: but the ~ai~ hurdle is over. The principle 

has been relinquished, the principle has been won. I intend to go in the 

water, I intend to go in the water just to question how I am going to 

swim but I have the water. I am in the water. I have the house. 

Renovations can begin because the letter between the two parties 

who were both claiming the same thing is no longer there. The dispute 

on principle is over. I now own the house. The question then arises, 

and it becomes rather academic,as I have said over and over again, 

how can we insure that that kind o£ principle already done by letter 

can be confirmed for all time, perpetuity, infinity, for all societies 

from this day forward when we are gone and somebody else is here and 

they are gone and somebody else is here. Always realizing that even 

"constitution" can be changed, ever; the highest thing still can be 

changed. 

MR. JAMIESON: It has not been in seventy 

yeazs, not in this context. 

PREMIER PECKFORD: Not in this context, but it has been 

changed,and1a.m~nded. Constitutions are changed and are amended. So 

even if it was enshrined in the constitution tomorrow.it does not 

give us absolute and total certainty that for all time we are going 

to have it. It does not because that can change to. But I make the 

distinction between one claim having being relinquished and another 

one acknowledged as a major breathrough because now there is only 

one claim there, ours, and it has been acknowledged by the other 

party. Now the question is one of methodology. What is the best way 

to enshrine this for all time? And we had agreed upon a process. Now, 

it is quite possible that doing it in the context of all the other 

provinces because Mr. Clark had a different concept of how he wanted 

to see Canada go than Mr. Trudeau. Mr. Trudeau wanted a fairly centralized 

one and Mr. Clark said,"Ko,I think that it should be more decentralized 

and these natural resources on the Continental st.elf, t~·.· should be part of 

the provinces in the same way as the trees are and the minerals are on 

land, that there is really no difference. He had a different concept of it 
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PREMIER PECKFORD: and that is why he was willing to take 

in,cr put it in the broader context of constitutional debate. Now 

it is a question we will have to decide upon but that process seemed to 

be a good one. Now I do not want a prejudge the process. The Leader of 

the Opposition might be correct in saying that but it does not endanger 

the principle you see. What the han. Leader of the Oppositon is saying is, 

because you go with the other provinces towards constitutional reform 

you are going to - it is dangerous because you might not get or have the 

mineral resources on the Continental Shelf. But that does not follow 

because the principle has already been agreed to. It is the question of 

just working out whether tr~t is going to be a long process or a short 

process. It is no question that you o~~ it because the other agreement 

has already relinquished that, given you that. So the question
1
you see, 

that I would put to the Leader of the Opposition - he has got the 

methodology tangled up with the principle. He is still arguing in the 

methodology that we do not own it but we do because that has been agreed 

to,in the first stage,by the exchange of letters and so on~§o what we 

have to get,first of all,from the federal government, the new federal 

government is that that they are willing to honour those commitments 

that were given on principle, the principle. that they no longer claim 

ownership to the mineral resources on the Continental margin and 

~~at they ac~~owledge ours. Now the question is one of working out. 

And the Leader of the Opposition might be right, that it might be better 

to go in our own right bilaterally with the federal government to do 

that and get that quicker because of our special case rather than go 

the other route. I am not upset by either way. I am open on that point, 

on that methodology of making sure that that is enshrined for all time 

but the important thing is that the principle has been agreed to, that 

there is only one claim outstanding and that has been validated by an 

exchange of letters. And now the question is just one of enshrining 

that for all time and what is the best way to enshrine that for all time 

or to make that "permanent" t That is the question. V."'hat is the best way 

to make this permanent? To this point in time we do not know,and we 
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PRE!-!IER PECKFOBD: shall know very soon,whether the new 

!ederal government wil.l not claim ownership to the mineral resources 

on the Continental Margin . ~e do not know whether Mr. Trudeau and 

his government will. honour that principle that Mr. Clark enshrined 

in the letters,'We no longer claim it. Your claim is valid • That 

is uppermost. That is paramount. That is supreme. That is the principle. 

Andthen a!ter that,the methodology-and the Leader of the Opposition 

might be right on the methodology there, I do not know. It depends. 

But I would suspect,and I think the Leader of the opposition might agree, 

that u~ to the point of the federal election in which Mr. Clark became 

the Prime Minister there was a fair amount of substantial discussion 

and substantial movement on the whole qUestion of constitutional 

reform. And I would like to think that as a result 
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PRE~IIER PECKFORD: 

of the referendum on May 20th, regardless if the'yes' win or the 'no' win, 

because I do not think it matters in that sense, that there is going to 

be a substantial-because, Mr. Chairman , i f the' no ''win, and let us take it that 

one step further , and Mr. Ryan becomes the Prime Minister of Quebec, his 

beige paper i n no way resembles what up to now Mr. Trudeau wants to 

see,as it relates to the relationships between Ottawa and Quebec City. 

And so there is still going to be a lot of acrimony and conflict and debate 

between those two levels of Government, Quebec and Ottawa, so that in any 

case, therefore, all I am saying - I am trying to ~ake a point- so that in 

any case the impetus for substantial constitutional reform is to be there 

after May 20th, and hence this process of going with the other provinces, 

if , in fact,the Federal Government will acknowledge provincial control 

unilaterally for all the provinces over the mineral resources on the Cont

inental Shelf, can see itself being cleatly changed to reflect that quickly 

because of other extraneous forces which now have come to bear to help that 

process along. 

So, it might not be a slow process and 

it might not be against our best interests so to do. But if the principle 

is established, and I no longer make claim on your house,then the member 

for Terra Nova(T.Lushl is away and laughing to renovate and to insure that 

the people in that house are going to have it better than they have it now. 

And that is the important point. Methodology is important - no question, 

but far more ~rtant is whether court battles dealing with the principle, 

are going to be in vogue or not. That is the big one. And that is the 

one that I am saying that the first - the Prime Minister of Canada can do 

one beautiful thing, as Mr. Clark did1 and we can work out the nuances of 

the phraseolc~ ~~all the rP.st,is to say that the ownership of the mineral 

resources on the Continental margin are owned by the Province of Newfoundland 
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in the same way as they own the trees, 

Now, let us work out to ·make sure that 

that is enshrined for all time. But1 in the meantime, we can do an 

awful lot - we can do an awful lot in the meantime because it is there, 

And it is in writing,and it is just as enshrined then for that interim 

period as if you had the constitutional change. Then you move towards that 

and whatever is necessary to do, see that it is done. I mean, to me that 

is simple common sense and makes for a very orderly proqression of things to 

ensure that Cur ownership - that we can get on with the job of developing 

the oil and gas. I do not see any problem there. 

But, let us not confase the principle of 

ownership claim • All they have to say is, 'Lock
1

we do not want it, and we 

think you should have it: And we will say,' Hurray!Hurray!Burrayl We always sajd 

we wanted it and now we got it. Thanks a million! Now, let us sit 

down and try to work it out'. 

MR. OIAIRMAN(Baird): 

MR. D. JAMIESON: 

The hen. the Leader of the Opposition. 

Well, once again I think that the exchange 

is useful. I have a couple of more questions because I do not honestly think fhat 

-I would give him full marks for saying 1~ was not intentional-but he did not 

answer, ~e hon. the Premier did not answer my question with regard to the 

two sets of writing which enshrined the so~called four pr1nciples1 

I will come back to that in a moment. 

and 

But let me say that I think there is a 

certain - it would be naivw on my part to suggest or to think that an ex

change of letters, even between two First Ministers, is of itself of any 

really great consequence. I think the proof of that is that this exchange 

of letters is clearly1 in the space of five months 1 made irrelevant. There

fore to say that there is something to be gained by simply having whoever 

the Prime Minister is1 or whoever the Premier is write each other and say 
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MR. D. JJ\MIESON: 'Yes, we aqree on this process and 

this is the way it is going to go; that is a very tenuous base. 

Now, granted, I am not going to qUarrel 

that it is perhaps a 1110vement in the direction which the government of 

Newfoundland wants. I doubt very much if it has any real influence in-, 

sofar as, let us say, the companies or the like, ·the people who are 

goinq to have to provide funds and so on are concerned. They 11o10uld 

s.c . .arcely do it on the basis of this. 

The second point I wanted to make was 

again, perhaps, a rhetorical kind of question but it is a question 

nevertheless. There is now a situation where Nova Scotia, where Nova 

Scotia is, I believe, asserting what is, by and large, the same kind 

of claim, basically the same kind of clailn. I do not know, I have not ,; ......-~ 

what the background to it is, but I CQII told that they say they own 

the re~urees on their Continental Shelf -

MR. L. BA:RRY: Are you saying the &gTee~ent you went into 

with the Mariti~ Provinces while you were in Cabinet meant nothing ? 

The Maritil!le Provinces Agreement meant nc;>thinq ? 
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MR. D. JAMIESON: Well, it obviously did not mean 

anything insofar as the Premier of Nova Scotia was concerned. 

MR. L. BARRY: -------- What about as far as you are 

concerned? 

MR. D. JAMIESON: All it did - I have a cppy of 

it here - was it spelled out certain principles and then said 

that there was to oe detailed discussion upon that following 

this signing of a sort of general position-

MR. L. BARRY: Did that mean anything? 

MR. D. JAMIESON: Clearly it does not mean anything, 

Mr. Chairman, to the Government of Nova Scotia which has said 

now it is going to ~epudiate this. 

MR. L. BARRY: To you? Did it mean anything to 

you when you were doing it as a Cabinet mir.ister. 

MR. D. JAMIESON: Of course, it was a useful step 

forward insofar as the context' at that particular time, was concerned. 

And,by the way, it was decided - I think that we are talking 

here methodology - I think it is exactly the same kind of 

thing we are saying now. The only difference was, I suggest 

to the hon. member, that it said 'setting aside jurisdictional 

questions' not repudiating, not giving them up one way or the 

other, just saying, 'We are not going to do that but what we 

will do is we will start to talk about a method whereby we 

can get on with the job.' No~ I think the hon. minister 

has, in a sense, confirmed what I was saying a moment ago 

because even though it was an agreement, even though it was 

considerably more than an exchange of letters, it was, in 

fact, an actual signed agreement, it was and has been now 

repudiated by Nova Scotia. 
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MR. D. JAHIESON: But the q uestion that I would like ::o 

ask is, for instance,, su;>pose, as I understand now is the case, Nova 

Scotia is making the same claim, this is the way I understand it, 

that.they, in fact, own their Continental Shelf and therefore 

they - I am not sure if they used the word 'own' or 'control' or 

'I manage' or whatever - but 
I 

in any event, the question is, really, 

what would the Government of Newfoundland do? Is it supportive 

of the Nova Scotia case? And if it is, on what grounds is it 

supportive? Or is it saying that the Federal Government, for 

example, can quite properly say that the situation between 

Newfoundland on the one hand and nova Scotia on the other 

is substantially different'? Now, that is a very gut issue. 

Because if we are going to go the route which ~as outlined 

initially, I believe, in this series of comments ever 

the week~ by the Pre~ident of the Privy Council (Mr. Marshall) 

with regard to the historical situation, and again repeated 

this morning, then surely Nova Scotia cannot make that case. 

surely they cannot make that case bepause they were not a 

dominion. Also, the doctrine with regard the Continental Shelf 

was not, in fact, enshrined and it is conceivable, in fact, 

I suspect it probably is quite possible, that leqal opinion 

would say that the Newfoundland situation and the Nova 

Scotian situation are vastly different. 

Now, are we then - I repeat my 

question - prepared to go unilaterally or do we judge? Is 

our legal judgement that we should go unilaterally because 

of our special circumstances or are we going to say, 'Our 

brothers in Nova Scotia have the same kind of claim and 

the same kind of rights'~ ~ecause clearly this is going 

to come up. If, for instance, the hon. the Premier makes 

representation~ as he has said he wil~ to the government in 

Ottawa - and let us take a hypothetical situation in which 

they say, 'Well, yes the Newfoundland case, we are prepared 

to look at that because Newfoundland is different, New-
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:1R . D. JA:H2S0t-;: ~oundland has all of these 

historical thi:1qs on their sice, but there is no way that 

we can ~ake the same ar9ument for relinquishina ria n ts 

for Nova Scotia. And they would unquestionably point out 

as well that in New Brunswick they have said ~hey think 

the arrangement is all riqht. So,the Ee fo re , to me i t is 

an absolutely key question as to whether we qo on this 

basis of our special status or whether - and I really do 

not think it is methodoloqy , I think that it is consid

erably more than that, in ~r. Clark's proposals, and I 

w i 11 not take the timo to read it but I hope otr.er members will. 

F.e says it must lead to constitutional reform, it must 

include everybody . It also emphasize s the particular 

difficulties with reqard to that huae offshore that is 

in the territories. Those thinqs are no t me t hodoloay, 

those things are ~ery real in ter~s of this whole question 

of having a 
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MR. D. J&~IESON: meaningful input, or whatever words 

one wishes to use. with regard to the Newfoundland situation. So 

I suppose what I am saying - and quite honestly, if the Premier would 

rather say in camera or in the briefings we are going to have rather 

than get into this in this way 1 I am content because it seems to me 

that the future of Newfoundland is a lot 1110re important than either 

cheap shots or trying to attribute 1110tives or anything of the kind. 

But I hope the han. House will give me some credit for some experience. 

And I know that if we are going to say that it really does not matter 

what happens with the other provinces but we are prepared to do it under 

the constitution rule 1 do we want Canada to acknowledge for Newfoundland 

only or do we want them, as Mr. Clark did, to say that as a matter of 

policy he is going to go in the opposite direction? Now I really suggest 

that this is a key point and it will make a tremendous difference, it 

seems to me, in how the strategy is formulated. And 1 indeed 1it could h·ave 

a significant difference on the outcome. 

It is complex, but I am sure the Premier 

has been living with it for a long time. I am not the slightest bit 

interested in being argumentative but I hope that he has understood the 

gist of the questions that I am asking. 

MR. CHAIRMAN (Baird) : 'Ihe han. the Premier. 

PREMIER PECKFORD: This is one part of it which I have always 

tried to maintain it is very difficult in a short period of time like on 

a T.V. interview or in times when we have had to do it- to try to show our 

reasonableness. Now, in the same way as when we began in 1973, 1974.and then 

developed it because of our own special legal case and we came to a point of 

principle on ownership, which is to me - without that it is no good to talk 

about it at all at this point in time - I think the same thing applies here. 

We are prepared at this point in time, if the federal government shows its 

interest and its desire to move through the normal constitutional reform 

framework, to do it. Now,. if six months or twelve months from now there is 

no substantial movement on it and they are really trying to delay the matter 

of making the principle stick, then I. think we would - I am just trying to 

be reasonable in the process, in the methodology - and it is not going 
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PREMIER PECKFORD: anywhere, well, then ! think we would 

say, 'Well, okay, if this is ~~e way you are going to do it, we have 

another little bullet in our gun here that you have already known about 

that we can say, because of our special legal case, that we can also make 

that special - not only as it relates to giving us the principle as you 

did, but also in negotiating it through to enshrine it permanently. 

But we are trying to be reasonable and rather than have a side group 

just dealing with Newfoundland and trying to get constitutional reform 

and then everybody else is lopped in there1 we will go in with the group 

for the sake of trying to do it reasonably. 'But if, after six months or 

a year, that proves to be an untenable position from where we stand, because 

they are just not moving it, and the dangers that the Leader of the Opposition 

refers to actually come about, that they are really dragging their heels, 

well,then 1 we will say, 'Look'- and we will go into it under that basis-

we will say to them, •we are agreeable to the larger framework and the 

larger forum on condition that you recognize that we could have gone the. 

other way, and might even, at some point down the road, have to do that, and to 

take a different position if, in fact, the movement is not at the speed and 

in the nature which would give quick and speedy resolution to enshrining 

that permanently for all time.' I think that is the approach I would take. 

I would try . to be reasonable on it, fully recognizing -

MR. JAMIESON: (Inaudibletl think that (inaudible) 

PREMIER PECKFORD: Exactly. 

Now, if when we sit down - for example, 

you know, I do not want to prejudge it again, the principle is all important 

to 1118 now - then let us sit down1 okay, if the present government agrees 

to those principles the first thing that has to be done is we have to 

sit down and there have to be some real heavy talks then, early on, before 

we get to the business of putting it into the constitutional framework. 

And that could last for five or six months because of the impact on 

equalization, the impact upon a whole bunch of things. The new financial 

agreements are coming up in 1982, for example, as the Leader of the ~position 

knows. So there are a lot of particular important - each one of these, 
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PREMIER PEcKFORD: which seea s~~~all now in the c:ontext 

in whicn ,e are talking, but are very, very import;u1t- and we find that 

there is a lot of digginq in on that, well, then we are ;oin9' to have to 

say, 'Wall, if you ue digging in on this, which is just to gi~e safety, 

envi.nlnmental, financial Right' in the formali~ed 
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PREMIER PECKFORD: agreement to the principle, there is 

no point of us going and putting this through the normal constitutional 

framework being processed because look,you have demonstrated beyond 

any shadow of a doubt that you are dragging your heels on this part 

of it, what are you going to do when it gets into this? So we will 

go the other route~ So I am not going to prejudge. All I am saying 

is now, one step at a time and the first step is the 

principle step, a-1, and 1-e? and when that is enshrined let 

us sit down.And I think, Mr. Chairman, it is fair to say that we 

have demonstrated our desire that if it is not working fast enough-

I know I have personally, for my part over the last number of years-

I am not the most patient person in the world When it comes to 

bureaucracy and not seeing things done -that we will soon say, 

"Okay, you have shown to us over the last six months that you are 

not demonstrating< any speed for us to move, to get this enshrined, 

we have a special point here so we are not willing to go along in the 

general framework anymore, we want to go specifically for us because 

we have always had that in our bag anyway. But we have tried to be 

reasonable and we are not able to be. " And then that one becomes a vecy 

credible action then for us to take. 

MR. JAMIESON: (Inaudible) still think that (inaudible) 

PREMIER PECKFORD: Yes. Well, no question. Like I am saying 

I am not ruling it out. 

MR. CHAIRMAN (Baird): The hen. member for Grand Bank. 

MR. THOMS: Mr. Chairman, I have listened with interest to 

the'comments made by the Leader of the Opposition (Mr. Jamieson), and 

the Premier in connection with this matter. There ~re a few things 

that still confuse me, that are difficult to grasp. I think I would 

like to repeat1 of course1 that in my view, and I cannot pass up an 

opportunity to make this point, that in my view Newfoundland does own 
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MR. THOMS: the offshore resources. 

I also believe that if there is any 

doubt as to who owns the offshore resources -the federal government 

I am sure has had legal expert opinion on the matter. We know that 

our own Newfoundland Government has spent something like $600,000 

to determine its legal position. I believe that as far as the 

federal government is concerned , where we do have a claim 

it should be resolved in favour of Newfoundland. But there is one 

thing missing out of the arguments. They talk about the federal 

government giving Newfoundland and relinquishing the federal government's 

claim to the offshore resources, Mr. Chairman, I do not believe that 

the federal government has any claim to the offshore resources. I do 

not believe they do anymore. You know, I believe I own my house on 

Falkland Street. I believe that this Province owns its offshore 

resources. 

But the point ~s, Mr. Chairman, the point 

is this, a technical point, that the federal government,basicall~ is 

the custodian for all the Canadian people, for all the Canadian 

provinces, that if the federal government does have a claim to its 

offshore resources, it cannot just say to the Newfoundland Government, 

or the Newfoundland people, or this House,"It is yours". They cannot 

do it. That is a fallacy in Joe Clark's so-called formula. Because 

if the federal government has a claim to the offshore resources then 

it has that claim on behalf of Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, British 

Columbia, Ontario, Quebec and even Alberta. It is the custodian,really, 

of that resource for the Canadian people. 

Now, you know,I question the ethics of a 

federal government if they ha~re a claim, a substantial claim to t .he 

offshore resources, 
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MR. THOMS: to \.rite a letter like Joe Clark did 

because I think he was giving you something that he did not have the 

authority,or the right,or any colour of right to give to this Province. 

Firstly, he does not own it in two ways: He does not own it as the 

federal government would own it simply because Newfoundland owns it. 

We own the offshore resources and it is meaningless, completely meaningless 

for Joe Clark or Pierre Trudeau to give us ownership. We do not need 

I do not need for the Minister of Finance (Dr. Collins) to relinquish 

any claim that he may have in my home. I would love to get the mortgage 

company to relinquish their claim but I do not need the Minister o£ 

Finance because he has no colour of right. We own the offshore resources. 

We do not need Joe Clark to relinquish any claim. we do not need New 

Brunswick to relinquish any claim, we do not need Ontario, ~e do not 

need Alberta because they have no claim in the beginning. And we do not 

need Mr. Trudeau. We do not need him. If you own a house on Elizabeth 

Avenue,_do you need me to relinquish my claim to that house? I do not 

have any claim. 

MR. H. BARRETT: 

MR. THOMS: 

What does he want to go to court for? 

That does not bother rne,what he wants or 

what he does not want. It just does not bother me • If the federal 

government goes out on the banks for any reason other than the federal 

authorities have, they are trespassers. You can take whatever necessary 

action you want to kick them ofz just like you can on your own private 

lawn because they do not own it. They never did own it and never will 

own it. They never will own it. 

MR. ANDREWS: He insists on going to court. 

MR. THOMS: He is not insisting on anything. How do 

you know what he is insisting on? Neither the Premier of this Province 

nor the Minister of Mi , c~ a~a Energy (Mr. Barry} have sat down with Mr_, 

Trudeau or Mr. LaLonde and asked them anything.It is the most ridiculous 

situation in the world. W~'have the Minister of Mines and Energy (Mr. 

Barry) saying that he is going to sit back in his effie$ here in Confederation 
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MR. THOMS: Building to wait for the Prime Minister 

of Canada to come to him. If that is not Mohammed coming to the 

mountain. That is one thing I cannot understand, the ridiculous 

confrontation situation that this administration finds themselves 

in on almost every aspect. As I have said before, it is simply a 

camouflage to cover up the inactivity, the do-nothingness of this 

administration since June 18th and I challenge anybody in this 

Province to tell me one constructive, worthwhile thing that this 

administration has done in this Province since June 18th except con

front with other provinces and the government of this nation. 

MR. S. NEARY: Right on. 

MR. THOMS: One thing. We have a Matrimonial Act 

that is going to confuse every married and unmarried person in this 

Province except, of course, your rich and well-to-do in our urban 

cities and towns who can afford to pay lawyers. 

MR. S. NEARY: Right on. Expensive ones too. Costly 

and expensive and unnecessary. 

MR. THOMS: But go outside the overpass. It amazes, 

Mr. Chairman, how quickly ten minutes can go in this House when you are 

talking about a Province that is something that you love dearly. You 

know it is - The Minister of Mines and Energy (Mr. Barry) says that 

control flows from ownership. I am ashamed to think that the man gqt 

his law degree from Dalhousie University. Control does not flow from 

ownership. You can have ownership and you need not have control. I 

think it has been amply said many times 
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MR. L. THOMS: 

before. I own my house on Falkland Street. Let me go down and try to 

tell Jim Finn or Neil Cahoon or Dorothy Wyatt that I have control over 

that house, because I do not have control over the house. I simply do 

not have control over it. If I want to put in an extra bathroom, if I 

want to put a porch on the house, no matter what I want to do, I have to 

go to the authority, .I have to go to City Council and I have to pay 

for and get a permit to do it. 

MR. NEARY: Right on. 

MR. L. THOMS : So control does net flow 

from ownership. And controlprobably could be more important and 

it is more important than ownership. But, the Minister of Mines and 

Energy (L. Barry) who consicers ~imself to be one of the top constitutional 

experts in this Province/ or this country, gets up and tells us that if we 

have ownership we have control. Now, there is not a first year law student 

in the worst law school in the world who would not know the difference of 

that. 

MR. WARREN : 

MR. LUSH: 

MR. L. THOMS : 

And the lowest ~rent ali ty. 

That is why it is intentional. 

And that is exactly why it is intentional, 

what is being perpetrated on the people of this Province by this adminis

tration which has no position, none whatsoever that I can fathom, none 

whatsoever. 

MR. CHAIRMAN (Butt) : 

MR. L. THOMS: 

MR. CHAIR.>aN: 

Order, please. 

It is one big lie, Mr. Chairman. 

Order, please. The hon. member's time 

has expired. The hon. the Minister of Finance. 

DR. J. COLLINS: Mr. Chairman, I think we have had a very 

useful morning here this morning. We seem to be really getting things 

clarified in terms of ~,offshore, the ownership and control. I think we 
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OR. J. COLLINS: had a very useful morning. I might 

say - the last hon. member, who took his seat, he said how quickly 

the time goes by when he is speaking. I thought he had been speaking 

for at least half an hour. Be seemed to be draogin<I- on and droning on 

there. 

MR. NEARY: (inaudible) getting worse than (inaudible) . 

MR. BARRY: There you are you are taking advantage of (inaudible) . 

DR. J. COLLINS : Anyway, I would just like to -

MR. CHAIRMAN (Butt) : Order, please. 

DR. J. COLLINS: -bring out one or two little points, if 

I may. I would like hon. members to just think 1 if we had not been 

a dominion when we went into Confederation, suppose we did not have the 

claim to the offshore on the basis of our dominion status, how would we 

now rate with the Federal Government, do you think, and particularly with 

the Liberal regime in the Federal Government at this point in time, over 

the offshore? Do you think they would look at us sideways in regard to 

the possibility that we might own or control the offshore? 

There would not be a single thought given to the possible benefits that 

might come to thi.s Province, specifically through our own ownership and 

control and managew~nt of tha offshore. 

The only~reason why the federal government 

are paying any attention to us at all now is because of our dominion status 

when we came into Confederation,but if they could find some way of wiggling 

around that we would be out the door tomorrow. I think that is one im-

portant point to bear in mind and I bring this in mind because I think the 

next question that comes up,and the Premier brought this out very forcibly, 

the; next. question that comes up is · -

MR. WARREN: (Inaudible) . 

DR. J. COLLINS: - if it is so simple, so clear-cut why 

this whole issue can be settled i.e. the ~ederal Government can tomorrow 

say 
1
, "We relinquish control. We relinquish our claim'". If it can be done so 
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DR. J. COLLJ:NS : clearly and so simply by that move, 

I thinlc the question cor.,es up why has not the Federal Government done this? 

Why has the present Federal Government, the present federal administratiol!' 

why have they not done that? Now, one administration did do that. One 

fegeral administration did do that. That is, the PC Federal Administration 

did do that. They took that simple clear-cut route. Now, I thinlc that 

we have to ask, why does the present federal administration nQt do that? 

And again, the hon. the Premier 

alluded to this point and I think he nailed it down. He said that there 

is a fundamental difference of attitude on the part of the two parties 

and the PE: Party, as the Joe Clark's government, as he brought out1 he 

had a different perception of Canclda. He had a perception of Canada where 

there are ten governments, there are ten states and they have come together 

to achieve a confederation, Beca.use that is what confederation means . 

Now, he did not have. the perception of government that there is a single 

ovexpowerinq power in Canada and the rest are, shall we say, almost like 

county governments or almost like municipal governments • 

That was not Clark's perception of 

Canada. And indeed that is not what Canada is all about. · Because we 

are different, 
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DR. COLLINS: sa~ from Germany, where the landers 

there have a different relationship to the central goverr~ent 

than the provinces of Canada have to the federal government. We 

are not like in the United States where even though they have state 

rights there, if you speak to anyone in government in the union 

they will say that the provinces of Canada, they have a much more 

cogent governmental function than any state of the union has. In 

other words in the United States, although they are not the same unitarian 

type of govern~ent say that the United Kingdom is, nevertheless 

they are much nearer to a centralist type of government than Canada 

ever was, and that is the strength and that is the beauty, shall 

we say, and that is the reason for Canada not being like those 

other nations and we should not be like the other nations, because 

I think we would be ungovernable if we were like the other nations. 

We are a count;.ry strung out over thousands of miles across a 

continent. You cannot govern a country like that, by a single 

source of power right in the middle of a continent somewhere, and 

expect to control things a thousand miles that way and a thousand 

miles that way. Canada is not like that. Canada is a country 

where there are ten governments, ten quite powerful governments, 

quite legitimate governments, and then there is one central 

co-ordinating government for the whole lot. 

Now,to come back to the question, why 

then will not the Federal Liberal Party take that simple route and 

clear up the whole mess the way the PCs did it? And they will not 

do it for that reason, because the federal party looks upon and wishes 

to make Canada a centralized, unitarian government. And one can 

understand why they take that a::.t.itude. 

MR. CHAIRMAN (Butt) : Order, please! 

DR. COLLINS: Because clearly they are very disturbed 

by the way that Alberta 1for instance, and also BC are handling their 

natural resources. They are handling their national resources -

MR. STIRLING: (Inaudible). 
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DR. COLLINS: Mr. Chairman, I do not like to make 

a request of the Chair in a regard like this because I think a 

certain amount of comment back and forth is very useful in this 

House, but I think that harrassments which the bon. member for 

Bonavista North (Mr. Stirling) is persisting in - persistent 

harrassment, that that goes beyond just comment across the House. 

I think that is clear that he is exceeding his ights in this 

regard and I would ask you if you would permit me to continue 

my remarks without these continued interruptions. 

MR. CHAIRMAN (Butt): Order, please! The hon. the minister 

wishes to proceed in silence, to be heard in silence. 

MR. STIRLING: 

MR. CF.AIRMAN: 

DR. COLLINS: 

MR. STIRLING: 

MR. CHAIRMAN: 

(inaudible) for me. 

The hon. the Minister of Finance. 

The federal government clearly -

(Inaudible). 

Order, please! 

DR. COLLINS: - wishes things were otherwise in regard to 

important natural resources and I think that this is behind the federal 

attitude there. I think the federal governme~t really are aiming 

at some point in time to take over effective control, if not absolute 

ownership, effective control of all important natural resources in 

Canada. I think this is the way that the federal government is 

going1 as enunciated by the Liberal Party. I think that they feel 

that Canada can only be governed this way, by actually taking over 

con~ol of all important natural resources. And this certainly 

is anathema,of course, this is anathema to the PC attitude, where the 

PC attitude is that the control of the resources should stay on the 

local scene. 

Now, Mr. Chairman, I would just like to 

move on to another point and that is that why,if that is the Federal 

Liberal attitude, why is this also sort of the attitude of the local 

Liberal Party[ Because I suggest that the local Liberal Party is 

relatively wishy-washy about this whole issue. They are relatively 
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DR. COLLINS : lukewarm about it. Now I thin:< the 

question comes up, the local Liberal party, the provincial 

Liberal Party, do they have the same attitude towards Canada 

and is that the reason why they are proceeding as the Federal 

Party is? I say no, it is not. 

of the Provincial Liberal Party. 

I say no, that is not the view 

The Provincial Liberal Party is wishy-

washy and lukewarm over our assuming control, first ownership, that 

is the important necessary step, you must have ownership before 

you can even talk about control, but I think the :Liberal Party are 

really wishy-washy and lukewarm. over assuming control of our resources 

offshore because they do not have the sel·f-confidence to handle it. 

AN HON . ME.HBER: Hear , hear! 

DR. COLLINS: They really do not feel that if we had 

it in our control that we w·ould do a 'good job. They do not think 

that we can actually manage our own resources. I think that this is 

where the Liberal Party differ from the Provincial PC Party. The 

Provincial PC Party think that Newfoundlanders can control, can 

exploit, can really manage our own natural resources ourselves. 

SONE liON • !<IEHBE..~ : Hear, hear! 

DR. COLLINS: I do not think that the Liberal Party 

are convinced of that. I think that this is rather lukewarm. They 

are not thinking that all natural resources should be owned by the 

central government
1
as the Federal Liberal Party feels, I think 

theY feel they should be owned by the federal authority because we, 

Newfounlanders, do not have the know-how, do not have the confidence 

in ourselves to manage things themselves. I think those two points 

were worth maldng. 

MR. CHAIRMAN (Butt) : The hon. Leader of the Opposition. 

MR. JAMIESON: I am not going to take too much time. While 

I was out I was nevertheless listening to the hon. Minister of Finance 
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l'.L.~. JAMIESON : (Dr. Col~ins ) and I must say his concept 

of federalism is, I do not know whether I would call it wishy-washy, 

I have not got a clue what it was . I am going to have to read it 

before I know whether I agree with it or whether I do not because 

it was poorly stated . 

MR. NEARY : 

him. 

!o!R. .:TAMIESOt-1: 

No wonder nobody has any confidence in 

I would like to ask him one question, 

if I may, ~~d that is - and first of all,let me repudiate completely 

the fact that it is not a question of lacking confidence in the 

people of Newfoundland . If you want to talk about the confidence 

of the gove--nm~~t opposite to manage some of these things, I think 

~~ere are grounds for saying ~hat there is 
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~R. D. JAMIESON: 

justification for us being worried in the sense of what 

has happened in connection with the Hydro and the Lower 

Churchill and all of the rest of it over the years, not 

to mention a few other things. But that is a different 

question altogether. The point is however - I want to ask 

him one question and it should be particularly important 

to him as Minister of Finance (Dr. Collins) - if he is 

talking about Confederation does he aqree that it should 

be very much a tightly controlled constitutio~al situation 

and that, in fact, there should be no serious infringement 

by one level of government on another if the constitution 

is breached in anyway by such infringement? 

DR. COLLINS: 

MR. CHAIRMAN (Butt): 

DR. COLLINS : 

Mr. Chairman. 

The hon. Minister of Finance. 

Mr. Chairman, if I may I would 

just like to answer. The non. Leader of the Opposition (Mr. 

Jamieson) just asked me a specific question, I would just to 

respond to it. I think that certainly we should a consti-

tution that is adhered to and I would suggest to the hen. 

Leader of the Opposition that the Federal Government is the 

worst offender in this. The constitution gives to the 

Provinces under the BNA Act certain activities that are 

clearly within their jurisdiction and the Federal Government 

is forever intruding on these and through its taxing powers, 

through its funding powers is quite often taking over what 

is quite legitimately provincial jurisdictional activities 

into the federal area. 

MR. D. JAMIESON: Mr. Chairman. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The hen. Leader of the Opposition. 
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MR. D. JAMIESON: I will just take thirty seconds 

to say that talking about - and I am not going to ask another 

question because it will only lead to another round. The 

point is, talking about offenders, if you are going to be 

constitutional in the sense that, of course, we must adhere 

to a constitution, then there should not be any involvement 

with regard to education, health and our frien~ the Minister 

of Transportation and Communications (!-lr. Brett), might just 

as well forget going up and looking for money for roads 

because they are 100 per cent within provincial jurisdiction. 

We might as well forget the Lower Churchill Development 

Corporation because there is absolutely no basis or no grounds 

whatsoever constitutionally that obliges the Federal Govern-

ment to be involved. And the hon. minister's Budget, which 

shows something slightly over 50 per cent of all of the 

revenues coming in 1 I would guess that about 40 per cent of 

that i~ strictly speaking,~o use his expression, anti-con-

stitution because it is in areas in which, in fact, the 

Federal Government has no authority whatsoever. 

MR. S. NEARY: Mr. Chairman. 

MR. CHAIRMAN (Butt) The hon. member for LaPoile. 

MR. S. NEARY: Mr. Chairman, we just heard a 

speech made by the hon. Minister of Finance, Sir, that I 

would say was the most Tory speech I have ever heard in 

this House. A red roaring Tory, a redheaded Tory par-

rotting the rubbish that we have been hearing from the 

Minister of Mines and Energy (Mr. Barry) in the last 

couple of weeks. The Minister of Mines and Energy is 

se~ting a bad example for the Minister of Finance. On 

that side of the House, Mr. Chairman, we have a Liberal 
.· 

Premier surrounded by a crowd of Tories - well, a mixture of 

Liberals and Tories .. The hon. Minister of Finance is a 

red roaring Tory and so is the Minister of Mines and 

Energy. I cannot say the same about the Minister of 
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MR. S. NEARY: Justice because he is a 

mixture of Liberal and Tory.But the Premier is a Liberal 

and one of the big problems that we have in this House 

is gettjn~ a handle on the Premier because he is some 

times a man after my own thinking,mostly a Liberal, 

mostly left-wing but surrounded by a crowd who get up 

and talk so much rubbish and garbage - there is a better 

name for it but you cannot call it because it is unparlia· 

mentary. 

So I am just going to 

ignore what the Minister of Finance (Dr. Collins) said 

I am going to leave him with his little St. John's cock

tail Tory set and I am going to go back to what the Premier 

said because I am really interested in that. 

MR. BARRY: You are boxed in a corner. 

MR. S. NEARY: No, I am not boxed into a 

corner because I am going to say something right now and 

I only wish the Premier was in his seat. For the first 

time this morning we found out the official position of 

this Province regarding their proposal, their presentation 

to Ottawa in connection with the offshore. And I must 

say I like it myself. As of this moment I like it. I 

like it, Mr : Chairman. 

MR. BARRY: 

MR. S. NEARY: 

Now you are coming around. 

No, I am not coming around. 

It is the first time I heard.it. 

MR. STIRLING: No, that is this morning's 

version. 

MR.S. NEARY: Well, okay but I hope that 

that is the official position and they~are not going to 
- --~ 

shift their gr~~nd. 

MR. STIRLING: Yes they will. 

MR. S. NEARY: Tomorrow the Minister of 

Mines and Energy will 
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MR. NEARY: say something different. The Minister of 

Finance (Mr. Barry) will put his version on it. The Minister Without 

Portfolio, the President of the Counci~ will have something new then 

twist it into confusion. We finally now, we finally have in this House 

an official position and I kind of like it. I kind of like it myself. 

And now I would say to the government, now that you have a position, 

go on up to Ottawa, you are the government, stop beating around the 

bush, stop playing politics, stop asking the Opposition to govern, 

stop playing politics, take your proposal now and go on to Ottawa with 

it as fast as you can. Go on! 

SOME HON.MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. NEARY: And I hope, Mr. Chairman, that the Premier 

will c;larify one other point and that is that Newfoundland is going 

it alone. Newfoundland is going to Ottawa unilaterally. We are not 

going in with Quebec or Nova Scotia or New Brunswick or Prince Edward 

Island. We have a special case and do not fall into the. trap, do not 

fall into the trap that the Minister of Transportation fell into 

a couple. of years ago when we wanted a ninety/ten deal on the Trans

Canada and he said, no, we will go with Nova Scotia, New Brunswick 

and Prince Edward Island and ended up with a fifty/fifty deal. Do not 

let that happen anymore. 

MR. STIRLING: They are going to go at it again. The 

Minister of Finance just said that. 

MR. NEARY: Now, Mr. Chairman, now that we have that 

matter over and done with the government knows its position, we know the 

government's position, I am inclined to favour it myself, I like it1 

nowwe can switch to other matters that are important to the people of 

this Province and we can get off the oil and gas for a few minutes and 

get back to some of the other things that are ·~rouoling Newfoundla~ders. 

But before we do that, Sir, I want to say this, that never before, Mr. 

Chairman, in the historJ_of this Province has a government caused such 

furor over a single issue in this Province, a furor from coast to coast, 

as the unveiling of that flag did last Tuesday in this han. House. After 
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MR. NEARY: the government ripped down the Union 

Jack and trampled it in the mud they substituted it with a rag that 

you would not even use to scrub up your floors. 

AN HON.MEMBER: Hear, hear! 

MR. NEARY: Now, Mr. Chairman, you may say,well what 

is new in that? What is new in it? There is nothing new in it, Sir, 

because since this government took over, since the Tories took over in 

this Province we have seen nothing but confrontation after confrontation, 

attack after attack. They have attacked just about everyone within 

the Province and a week or so ago the Premier took to the open road, 

under the disguise of national unit~ to see if there was anyone left 

in Canada he could attack. 

Mr. Chairman, the fact of the matter 

is that this government has lurched from crisis to crisis in the last 

several years and we saw now, we have just passed through an example 

of how they have been.playi:tg games, political games with the offshore 

resources. And thank God today we have finally got that put to bed , 

put t .o rest forever. 

Mr. Chairman,if the Premier feels that 

he is inferior to the Prime Minister of Canada or the ~~nisters up there 

in Ottawa, if he feels he is out of his league, if he feels he is 

unable to cope with these people because they are intellectual giants, 

if he feels that he himself cannot cope with these people,or his Minister 

of Mines and Energy (Mr. Barry) cannot cope with these people,then let 

him admit that weakness. None of us are intellectual giants, Mr. Chairman. 

Let him admit 
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MR. S. NEARY: that this is a weakness , this is a 

fault that he has. None of us are perfect. Admit it. Admit it, and 

then we will take it from there and see what we can do to remedy that 

situation. Is he afraid that by goir.g to Ottawa that the Prime Minister 

will take him into Suasex House and the two of them will sit down over 

a meal and a glass of wine and the Prime Minister will outclass him 

intellectually? Is that why he will not go to Ottawa? Is he afraid 

that he will not be able to deal with the Prime Minister's arguments? 

Is that the reason, Mr. Chairman? Well, if it is, let him admit it. 

But I believe the people of this Province now are beginning to realize 

that we have had heap big smoke and no fire in this Province in the last 

six or seven years. 

THOMS: Full of sound and fury, signifying nothing. 

MR. S. NEARY: Mr. Chairman, the government have no 

policy on the fishery, no plans for water and sewerage this year, no 

intention of fixing up the potholes and the bad roads people are forced 

to walk and drive over, no intention of developing low cost building lots 

so Newfoundlanders can build houses for themselves, no concern for the 

high cost of living and high electricity rates in ~~is Province1 and they 

are not worried in the slightest about record unemployment. 

Now, Mr. Chairman, that we have disposed 

of the offshore question and we know the government's position, can we 

please get around to debating some of the other problems, the major problems 

that are worrying and concerning the people of this Province? We have heard 

all we want to hear now about gas and oil. Now they have the Province in 

turJDOil over a flag to try to distract Newfoundlandaa> fn>m the real. p~lems 

that are concerning the ordinary people of this Pn>vince. ~ l.ooking at 

their track record, Sir, and how they have been preoccupied with playing 

political games in this Province, is it any wonder that this government have 

caused such a fuss over a new flag for Newfoundland and Labrador? The crowd 

occupying the 9th Floor of Confederation Building cannot even get a design 

that would be acceptable to the people of this Province. They cannot get 

the design for a new flag, a new distinctive flag for this Province without 
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throwing the whole Province in turmoil. 

The hon. the Minister of Mines and Energy. 

Hear, hear! 

Mr. Chairman, in all the years in which 

hon. House of Assembly has been in operation, I think that the Hansard of 

this morning containing the remarks of the Opposition on ~~is offshore oil 

and gas issue will go down in history as the most wishy-washy, weasely, 

muddying diatribe, Mr. Chairman, that has ever been included in Hansard. 

And you know, Mr. Chairman, it comes right down to one thing, that the 

Opposition are embarrassed by the position which was taken by the federal 

government in Ottawa, having the same political stripe as members opposite.

They are embarrassed, and they are even mere embarrassed - and the Leader 

of the Opposition is even more embarrassed by the fact that he was involved, 

directiy involved. I have respect for the hon. gentleman, but, Mr. Chairman, 

this is the fact, the indelible fact, that that gentleman was in the Cabinet 

of Mr. Trudeau when Mr. Trudea~'s Cabinet rejected the position of this 

Province on offshore minerals ownership. 
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MR. L. BARRY: ~hat gentleman was in the Cabinet ~nd 

rejected this Province's claim for ownership. 

{lOME HON. MEMBERS : Hear, hear 

MR. L. BARRY: Now, from that fact, from that fact. they 

are now here as a provincial political party fighting for their political 

lives and they are trying, they are trying to get on the offshore owner

ship bandwagon. 

MR. L. BARRY: But they cannot. They keep jumping and 

slipping off. It is like the wagon had been carrying a cargo of oil. It 

is an oil wagon, Mr .Chairman, it is an oil wagon and they keep jumping for 

it and falling off. They slip off. 

AN HON. MEMBER: Let us get (iraudible) 

MR. L. BARRY: Because, Mr. Chairman, they cannot get 

a firm grip. They are not able to get a firm grip because in order for 

them to get a firm grip, to take a firm and clear position, they will 

embarrass their leade~. And so their leader gets up and gives a wishy

washy statement but does not come out and reject completely the Federal 

position. Has anybody in the hon. House, Mr.Chairman, heard a criticism 

of the federal position? 

AN. HON. MEMBER: {Inaudible) 

MR. L. BARRY: Now, I think that is the litmus test. 

If hon. members opposite are not able to criticize ~~e position taken by 

the Federal Government on the question of Newfoundland owners~.ip of off

shore resources, how can they, Mr.Chairman, support Newfoundland's case? 

How can they fight for Newfoundland's rights and we saw it - we saw the 

member for LaPoile(S. Neary) admit it 
1
today, admit it today that they are 

not in favour one way or the other. Now that is it. 

MR. FLIGHT: 

.MR. L. BARRY: 

What difference does the Federal Government (inaudible) . 

That is what has been established, 

that t~ey are not in faYOur one way or the other ~ut, Mr. Chairman, they 
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MR. L. BAll.RY: have not in the slightest fashion, 

they have not once, they have not once,and I ask the sole ~ember of the 

press who has reappeared from the catacombs to note thi~ that nobody 

on the other side of this House has, Mr. Chairman, raised the slightest 

criticism of the federal position rejecting Newfoundland's ownership, 

rejecting Newfoundland's rights and Mr. Chairman, the reason why that 

there might be some confusion, and I do not think ~,ere is much confusion 

anymore1 I think the people of this Province are getting the message -

they are getting the message. I think the people of this Province 

are getting the message 

SOME HON. MEMBE~: Oh, oh I 

MR. L. BARRY: But any slight confusion that might 

exist, Mr. Chairman, arises from the fact that they cannot jump on the. 

oil wagon. They keep slipping off because they cannot get a firm grip 

without embarrassing their leader, without recognizing that he was in the 

Cabinet which rejected Newfoundland's claim~ 

MR. THOMS: This is a personal attack on Mr. Jamieson. 

MR. L. BARRY: And when I hear - this is not a personal 

attack.
1
I am not like bon.members opposite, I am attackinq the hon.~~n.~•q 

principle on offshore ownership, I am not attacking his personality. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh J 

MR. L. BARRY: I am not attacking han. members as 

the member for LaPoile(S. Neary) tends to do. 

MR. CHAIRMAN (Butt): Order, please. 

MR. L. BARRY: The personality, 

destroyers opposite. They do not realize -

MR. CHAIRMAN: Order, please. I have difficulty 

hearing the bon. the Minister. 

MR. L. BARRY: they do not realize, they do not know, 

Mr. Chairman, members opposite do not know1 the~ do not understand 

how you can criticize a man's principles without attacking his personality. 

They do not understand it. It is beyond them. Because the only way they 
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MR. L. BARRY: can attack is t:o go for the low scummy 

blow -

SOME HON. ME!fi!ERS: Oh, oh! 

MR. L. BARRY: - against the personalities opposite. 

I am questioning - 1 am qilestioninq the principl~as of the Leader of the 

Oppodticm anQ. th~a princ·iples of every lllember opposite with respect to 

offshore ownership . . 
MR. TliOMS: we will put ours up against yours any day. 

MR. L. BARRY: The policy, I am attacking their 

policy, Mr. Chai.rmari, not their pe1;$onali ties . I do not have the 

stom4ch to attact their personalities. 

MR. s. NE:ABY: 'l'he Leader of the Opposition did not 

get in (inaudible) . 

MR. L. BARRY; Mr. Chati.man, could we bave a li.ttle 

order, here, I have a few other qood thinqs to say here. 

MR. CHAIRMAN (Butt) : Or4e,r, please! Order, please J I have 

diffic\U.ty anderatanding what the hon. the minis,ter is saying due to 

everybody tal.kinq the saJDe tillle. Order, please! order·! 

MR. L. BARRY; No.,, Mr. Chair111an, the Leader o.f the 

oppOsition this ;morning said he has always accepted ownership, provincial 

ownership.~ How could he ;be. 
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in the Cabinet of Mr. Trudeau - ' 

That is a good question. That is a 

good question, I will tell you that. 

~BARRY: 

MR. J. MORGAN : 

SOME HON. MEMBERS : 

MR. I.. BARRY: 

MR. S. NEARY 1 

- and accept Newfoundland ownership? 

It is a good question. 

Oh, oh! 

How has he always accepted -

(inaudible) corrupt. 

MR. L. BARRY : Mr. Chairman, the hon. member opposite 

is getting pretty close to a personal attack on myself which, you know, 

may have to be met and countered • But I ask for the Chair, before things go -

SOME HON . MEMBERS : Oh, oh! 

MR. S • NEARY: Mr. Chairman, on a point of order. 

MR. I.. BARRY : This is a point of order I am talking to, 

Mr. Chairman - to have the hen. member opposite controlled, please, 

MR. CHAIRMAN (Butt) : 

for I.aPoile. 

MR. S. NEARY: 

Order, please! 

To the,point of order, the hon. the member 

Mr. Chairman, that is twice this morning 

in the House that the hen. the Minister of Mines and Energy (Mr. I., Barry) 

has threatened 111e and members of t.'lis side of the House. And I: would submit 

to Your Honour that that is about one of the lowest, sc1.11111!Liest things that 

you could do in this hon. House, · threaten another member. It is 

unparliau.entary 1 Your Honour. I: would submit that if you cannot discipline 

the hon. gentleman, that you warn him that he is not permitted under the 

rules of this House to do that. And how can the hon. gentleman say 1 

Mr. Chairman, the hon. gent1eman did one thing when he was in the Trudeau 

Cabinet - when the hon. gent1eman was associated with a governJIIent that had 

a leader who embezzled, who was a thief and who was corrupt? 

IIR. I.. BARRY : Mr. Chairman. 

MR. CHAI:RMAN: Order, please! 1he hon. lllinister i.a 

going to speak to the point of order. 

To the point of order, the hon. the 

Minister of Mines and Energy. 
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MR. L. BARRY: Mr. Chairman, I would submit that 

there is no point of order other than the usual low personality attack 

which the han. member cannot avoid. 

MR. OlAIRMAN (Butt) : To the point of order. I would rule 

that there is no point of order, but simply a di.fference of opinion 

between two hen. members. The bon. the Minister of Mines and Energy 

(Mr. L. Barry) has approximately one minute left. 

MR. L. BARRY: Now, Mr. Chairman, the question that 

we have to place before hon. members opposite is to ask them to be 

honest with the people of this Province and to answer this simple question: 

Do thev accept the position which has been taken by Mr. Trudeau in the 

past and which reports froM the House of Commons yesterday indi.cate are 

still adopted -

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Oh, oh! 

MR. L. BARRY: - which we hope and expect will be changed, 

Mr. Chairman. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Oh, oh! 

MR. CHAIRMAN t Order, please! 

I have to remind all hen. members at this 

time that the time for Interim Supply has run out. If we wish to continue 

we will have to do it in the nine hours that are allotted for the Concurrence 

debate, everybody fully understandi.ng that 

MR. W. MARSiiALL: (Inaudible) not Interim Supply. 

MR. CHAIRMAN : 'l'he Co111111i ttee of Supply, yes. 

MR. S. NEARY : The President of the Council (Mr. w. Marshall) 

has muzzled the members of the House. 

, 
MR. W. MARSHALL: On a point of order. Do we have to constantly 

put up with the harangue from the hen. gentleman? Now there are procedures 

in this House that can be implemented, Mr. Chairman, for the curbing of 

di.sorder such as has been exhibited as a 111atter of habit by the hon. gentleman. 

He interrupts everything, he is putting di.sorderly remarks across the House, 

and I would ask that he be taken to task. 

MR. S. NEARY : To the point of order, Mr. Chainlan. 
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MR. CBAilt.'IAN (Butt) : To the point of order 1 the hon. the 

melllber for LaPoile. 

MR. S • NEARY : I would submit, Mr. Chaizman, that 

no other member of th,i.s House has been IIIDre responsible for lowerinq the 

decorum of this House than the hon. gentleman who attac::k.ad a member's 

111Dther one time in this House. Can you stoop any lower, Mr. Chaiaaan? 

AN HON. MEMBER: H1JU, hear! 

KR. CHAIRMAN: Order, please! 

MR. s. NEARJC: Can you get down in the g"<J.tter any lower 

than that'? 

MR. Cll AI ~'11\N : Order 1 please! 

MR. S. NEARY: Mr. Cocktail set. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Order, please! Order 1 please! 

I would rule that there is no point of 

order in this particular case 1 but simply a difference of opinion. 

011. IIIDUOD~ Cl.auses 302-0l throuqh 

309-oJ, carried. 

On 111Dtion, that the Committee rise, and 

report h;avinq passed Bead III, Executive OJuncil, am ask leave to sit 

aqain, Mr. Speaker returned to the Chair. 
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MR. SPEAKER(Simms) : 

Conception Bay South. 

MR. BUTT: 

The han. the member for 

Mr. Speaker, the Committee of Supply 

have considered the matters to them referred, have passed Head III, 

Executive Council and ask leave to sit again. 

On motion, report received and 

adopted, Committee ordered to sit again on tomorrow. 

MR. MARSHALL: I move that the House at its rising -

perhaps I could give the House an indication of the business to be 

conducted next week. It will be, as I have indicated. On Monday 

there will be the first reading called of the bill on the flag. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Hear, hear! 

MR. MARSHALL: We shall then proceed with the Budget 

debate, and then when the bill has been received from the printers on 

the flag, we shall then proceed into the flag debate which we would 

anticipate would very likely, subject to the printers, the exigencies of 

the printers office, be ready on Tuesday. 

MR. BAIRD: What about the Committees? 

MR. MARSHALL: I am sorry. 

MR. STIRLING: The press has said one of the problems 

of covering the Committees is that they do not (inaudible) • 

MR. MARSHALL: All I can say, Mr. SFeaker, to that is 

that I believe the Chair every day gives notice, in the press gallery, 

to the press of the times and places where the Committees are meeting 

and that is the standard instruction that the Chair complies with. 

I do not believe I have the schedules for Monday morning. May I have 

them please? 

MR. NEARY: 

MR. MARSHALL: 

Do we have a ~otion to adjourn or what? 

Well, Mr. Speaker, I am informed too that 

this information was distributed yesterday to the press. On Monday from 

ten to one the Government Services will meet in the Collective Bargaining 
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MR. MARSHALL: Room, Transportation and Communications 

estimates under consideration. 

AI.~ HON. MEMBER: You had better be prepared. 

MR. MARSHALL: On Monday morning again from ten to 

one in the Colonial Building the Resource Committee will meet and 

Industrial Development will be under consideration and the other 

meetings that are here relate• to the night time, so rather than 

have confusion I can give that on Monday. 

MR. SPEAKER (Simms): 

MR. STIRLING: 

The hen. member for Bonavista North. 

That information is not the same 

information that has been given to members of the Resource Committee. 

MR. MARSHALL: On the Resource Committee? 

MR. STIRLING: That is not the same information. That 

probably explains one of the reasons for the confusion. The information 

that was given to the Resource Committee and members was that it was 

seven-thirty on Monday night. 

MR. MARSHALL: Well,there is a seven-thirty meeting 

scheduled for Monday night in the Collective Bargaining Room and 

there is also one scheduled for Monday morning from ten to one in 

the Colonial Building. 

MR. STIRLING: The members of the Committee have been 

told, that is all I can tell you, that there is no meeting on 

Monday morning because some of the members of the Committee will not 

be here on Monday morning and that it has been prearranged that it is 

Monday night. 

MR. MARSHALL: Well, it was originally scheduled then 

for Monday. The hon. gentleman is a member of the Committee so 

he obviously, you know, he obviously knows that Monday morning there 

is no meeting. I thank him for the information. So the one that 

will -

MR. NEARY: - the floor of the House. 
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MR. SPEAKER (Simms}: Ord~, please! 

MR. MARSHALL: The one that will occur will be Monday 

morning then, Government Services, from ten to one in the Collective 

Bargaining Roam with Transportation and Communications being considered. 

Mr. Speaker, I move that the House at its 

rising do adjourn until tomorrow, Monday, at 3:00P.M., and that this 

House do now adjourn. 

MR. SPEAKER: The motion is that this House do now 

adjourn, is it the pleasure of the House to adopt the motion, 

those in favour "Aye", contrary "Nay", carried. 

This House stands adjourned until 

tomo=ow, Monday at three o'clock. 
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QUESTION ~ 20 

i\!>iS\•/ER 

Mr . Neary (l.aPoilc) - to ~s k the !!onour:lbl e t!le 
~Hni stcr o f l!calrh to lay uoon tl:e T;~ b le o f th e t!o,lSC 
lh.:! fo l lo1dng in fo .nua tion : 

A statement sho1•ing the number of ncdcknts on 
the Trans Cmada Highway involving tractor 
trailers 1;here injury :1nd death occurred for 
the year 1979. 

Statistical information compiled from hospital 
admissions and services of attending physici ~ns, does 
not detai 1 incidents invo 1 ving tractor trailer accidents. 
The answer to the question is not available from information 
recorded by the Department of Health. 
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QUESflO~ ;23 

. \NSMlR 

~tr. ~/cary (LuPoile) - To ,,:;k rhe Honourable the J·linister 
•>f l!e.slth to l:!y upon the Tab le of Lhc lfvuse the rolto•.,•ing 
inCor:u;.!..tion : 

(<:) IJ:1ve the <'<.>'!Ol'l~:n·;n t t~•k~n .1ny :l..: t ion lOin rus 
•: I i.mi nat ing 11nn.:..:c-ssary cl\r~ns~ tr.d inconvenience 
vf 't:win~ to be t· -:f:.:t·r.::u by a Gcnen l ?t·aclitio.:ner 
befllre coin~ .tll,Ncu to ~·, .. ~e :1n .:rpoin•.~~·n t :vi th 
an Ophth~I~olo~is t o r ot~cr SJ~cialis t . 

(a) ?ati<mts arc not restricted from maki ng direct 
appointments :~ith specialists, however, most 
specialists \til l only <lea l :>'ith ref~rra ls because 
othen~i sc their t be 14 iLl be un:tccessari ly t ;~'ken 

up •.>'ith ex'lmination nnd tre:llmcnt that c:ln be easiLy 
obtained from the f ::J:ti ly physici:ln, and patjents •~ho 
:u·e re fcrrcd for consu I tat ion wi 11 have to ..:unte:td 
•.<i t h longer ~~ai r ing periods for :tppointments . 
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